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1  List of abbreviations 

Aa = amino acid 

AML = Acute Myelocytic leukemia 

APC = Antigen presenting cells 

BCR = B cell receptor 

bHLH-LZ = basic helix-loop-helix leucine zipper 

BL = Burkitt lymphoma 

BM = bone marrow 

CLL = Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

CLPs = Common lymphoid progenitors 

DC = dendritic cells 

DEG = differentially expressed genes 

DHL = Double hit lymphoma 

DLBCL = Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 

DNA = deoxyribonucleic acid 

DZ = Dark zone 

E-box = Enhancer box 

FL = Follicular lymphoma 

FO = Follicular Zone B-cells 

GC = germinal center 

GC = Germinal center 

GEP = Gene expression profile 

HSCs = hematopoietic stem cells 

KD = knock down 

KO = knock out 
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LPL = Lymphoplasmablastic lymphoma 

Ly = lymphoma 

LZ = Light zone 

MB = Myc box 

mDHL = mouse double hit lymphoma 

MEFs = mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

mESCs = mouse embryonic stem cells 

MZ = Marginal Zone B-cells 

NK = natural killer 

NKT = natural killer T-cells 

PC = Plasma cell 

pre-GC = Pre-germinal center 

preT = pre-tumoral 

rDNA = ribosomal DNA 

RNA = ribonucleic acid 

RPKM = reads per kilo base per million mapped reads  

rRNA = ribosomal RNA 

T = tumor 

T1 = Transitional Type 1 B-cells 

T2 = Transitional Type 2 B-cells 

T3 = Transitional Type 3 B-cells 

TAD = transactivation domain 

UTR = untranslated region 

VDJ recombination = Variable, diversity, and joining recombination 

WT = wild type 
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4  Abstract 

Double-hit lymphoma (DHL) arises from Germinal Center (GC) B-cells that undergo 

chromosomal translocations activating the MYC and BCL2 oncogenes and constitutes an 

aggressive group of tumors that show dismal prognosis with current therapeutic regimens. Full 

understanding of the pathophysiology of DHL and its exploitation for pre-clinical development 

depend upon the availability of a mouse model that faithfully represents the physio-

pathological features of the human disease, and in particular its GC origin – a characteristic 

trait that is missing in the models developed do far. Here, we have pursued this goal by 

combining conditional lox-stop-lox(lsl)-MYC and lsl-BCL2 alleles with the GC-specific 

transgene Cg1-Cre: while either oncogene alone showed limited effects, their co-activation led 

to the development of fully penetrant lymphomas (median onset of 213 days) that showed a 

Dark Zone-like GC phenotype and a number of other DHL-like features, including extensive 

infiltration of multiple organs (e.g. liver, spleen, kidney, lung, brain), high levels of 

proliferation and apoptosis, and extensive macrophage infiltration. Careful examination by 

expert pathologists classified these tumors as high-grade B-cell lymphomas, similar to 

human DHL, and transcriptional profiling confirmed their GCB cell of origin. The tumors were 

transplantable and expanded in immunodeficient mice while retaining their original GC 

phenotype. These lymphomas were also stabilized for in vitro growth, thus creating 

stable DHL cell lines that can be used for further experiments. This model expands the 

available tools to characterize DHL at the biological, pathological and pre-clinical levels, and 

shall provide an advanced experimental platform for pre-clinical testing of novel therapeutic 

combinations. Altogether, these complementary lines of investigation shall provide deep 

insights into the biology and molecular underpinnings of DHL, and point to new therapeutic 

solutions against this aggressive lymphoma subtype. 
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5  Introduction 

The occurrence of various B cell lymphoma (BCL) subtypes is associated with 

chromosomal translocations that occur at the Germinal Center (GC) stage and involve 

characteristic proto-oncogenes such as MYC, BCL2, or BCL6 (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015; 

Kuppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001; Rosenquist et al., 2017). For example, Burkitt’s (BL) and 

Follicular Lymphoma (FL) are initiated by activation of MYC and BCL2, respectively. The 

same genes can be activated at later stages in a subset of other BCL subtypes, as seen for MYC 

during progression of FL from the indolent to the transformed stage (Bakhshi et al., 1985; 

Cleary et al., 1980; Pasqualucci et al., 2014; Tsujimoto et al., 1984). Diffuse Large-B Cell 

Lymphomas (DLBCL) can show translocation of either oncogene, and in a subset of cases 

accumulate concurrent translocations giving rise to particularly aggressive double-hit 

lymphomas (DHL), which show dismal prognosis in the face of current front-line therapies 

(Anderson et al., 2016; Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015; Friedberg, 2017; Karube and Campo, 

2015; Rosenquist et al., 2017; Rosenthal and Younes, 2017; Sarkozy et al., 2015; Sesques and 

Johnson, 2017). While traditionally considered as a subtype of DLBCL – and still frequently 

so – the updated WHO classification now places it as a separate group of high-grade B-cell 

lymphoma (HGBL) (Swerdlow et al., 2016).  

5 . 1  MYC 

The MYC proto-oncogene (or c-myc), originally identified as the cellular homolog of the 

avian retroviral oncogene v-myc (Roussel et al., 1979; Vennstrom et al., 1982), is the founding 

member of a family of three related genes that also includes N- and L-myc (or MYCN and 

MYCL). MYC family members are expressed in the majority of tissues during mouse 

development, with c-myc expressed mostly in dividing cells of all tissues at the newborn and 

post-natal stages while N-myc is restricted to brain, kidney, intestine and lungs, and L-myc to 

kidney and lungs (Zimmerman et al., 1986). The importance of MYC family members in early 
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embryonic development has been investigated by generating homozygous null mice for either 

c-myc, N-myc or L-myc: embryos lacking c-myc die between 9.5 and 10.5 days post coitus 

(dpc) due to abnormal heart, neural tube and yolk sac development (Davis et al., 1993). The 

knockout of N-myc also causes embryonic lethality around mid-gestation, with its specific 

deletion in neural stem and precursors cells leading to severe disruption of murine brain 

growth, specifically of the cerebellum (Charron et al., 1992; Stanton et al., 1992). L-myc null 

mice do not show any congenital defects and a life span comparable to that of WT siblings  

(Hatton et al., 1996), possibly owing to compensation by c-myc and N-myc, which have been 

detected in all L-myc expressing tissues (Hatton et al., 1996). In mouse embryonic stem cells 

(ESCs) grown in minimal in 2i medium, c-myc or N-myc single KO cells did not show any 

detectable phenotype and were capable of multilineage differentiation both in vitro and in vivo, 

while joint elimination of the two genes caused proliferative arrest, demonstrating that MYC 

activity  is essential, but c- and N-myc  are  redundant in this setting (Scognamiglio et al., 2016). 

Moreover, substitution of both c-myc alleles with the N-myc coding region supports the 

survival of viable offspring (Malynn et al., 2000), supporting the idea of functional redundancy 

among MYC-family proteins. This concept is not restricted to the embryo but may also apply 

to somatic stem cells (Cheung and Rando, 2013; Latil et al., 2012; Sosa et al., 2014; Wagner 

et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 2008). For example, in the hematopoietic system, both N- myc and 

c-myc play a pivotal role such as the exit of HSCs from dormancy triggered by interferon-a 

associated to the upregulation of c-Myc (Ehninger et al., 2014).	Additionally, upon conditional 

deletion of both c-myc and N-myc in the bone marrow, the only blood cells that are preserved 

are dormant HSCs, while non-stem cells undergo rapid apoptosis (Laurenti et al., 2008).	

MYC activity has a significant impact on longevity and multiple aspects of mammalian health. 

In a recent study, MYC+/– mice were shown to have an increased lifespan compared to their 

MYC +/+ littermates (Hofmann et al., 2015). Most noteworthy here, mice carrying a 
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hypomorphic c-myc allele are smaller than the wild type, due to decreased overall cell numbers 

(Trumpp et al., 2001).  

5 . 1 . 1  Structure of the MYC protein 

Proteins belonging to the MYC family, are composed by two major region: an N-

terminal transcriptional activation domain (TAD) (Amati et al., 1992; Kato et al., 1990) and a 

C-terminal basic Helix-Loop-Lelix Leucine Zipper domain (bHLH-LZ), required for 

dimerization and DNA binding, transcriptional activation and oncogenic activity (Conacci-

Sorrell et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 1992; Tansey, 2014) (Figure 5.1). Their sequence show six 

highly conserved regions (MYC boxes or MBs) which spread through the TAD region and the 

central portion of the protein, followed by the bHLH-LZ (Meyer and Penn, 2008).  

 

Figure 5.1: Structure of MYC protein family. 

The main structural domains of MYC are shown at the top of the figure. Transcriptional activation, central portion canonical 
nuclear localization sequence ‘N’ and region of DNA, binding via interaction with MAX are reported. A representation of the 
different family members (c, N and L-MYC) is shown. Modified from (Tansey, 2014). 

 

The TAD itself (aa 1-143), originally mapped through chimeric constructs fusing portions of 

MYC to a heterologous DNA binding domain (Kato et al., 1990), is characterized by the 

presence of two MBs, MBI (aa 43-63) and MBII (aa 128-143), which are highly conserved 

among MYC family members (Figure 5.2). A proteomic profiling of the MYC interactome 

suggested that half of the MYC interactors require one or more MBs for binding (Kalkat et al., 

2018). Besides its role in gene activation (Su et al., 2018), MBI is also important for 
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ubiquitin/proteasomal degradation of MYC: this region is characterized by the presence of 

Threonine 58 (T58) and Serine 62 (S62), the phosphorylation of which regulates the activity 

and stability of MYC (Pulverer et al., 1994; Sears et al., 2000). Stabilization of MYC happens 

via phosphorylation of S62, which in turn primes for T58 phosphorylation (Sears et al., 2000); 

on the other hand, T58 triggers the dephosphorylation of the stabilizing phosphate group S62 

(Arnold and Sears, 2006; Yeh et al., 2004). Most noteworthy here MBI, and in particular T58, 

is also a hot spot for point mutations in Burkitt’s lymphoma, which occur as secondary events 

in the translocated MYC oncogene (Bemark and Neuberger, 2000; Bhatia et al., 1993; Bhatia 

et al., 1994; Giulino-Roth et al., 2012; Reddy et al., 2017). Besides MYC stability, point 

mutation in this region may also impacts the transforming and apoptotic activities of MYC  

(Hemann et al., 2005).  

MBII is a key domain important for binding coactivators, such as TRRAP (McMahon et al., 

1998) and the associated histone-acetyl-transferase complexes Tip60/NuA4 or GCN5/STAGA 

(Figure 5.2) (Tu et al., 2015). At the functional level, MBII is important for MYC transforming 

activity, as well as for gene activation (Kalkat et al., 2018; Oster et al., 2002).  

The central portion of the MYC protein is its least studied part. This region includes a bipartite 

nuclear localization sequence, composed by the peptides M1 (PAAKRVKLD, aa 320-328) and 

M2 (RQRRNELKRSP, aa 364-374) (Dang and Lee, 1988), and three other conserved 

elements: MBIIIa, MBIIIb and MBIV. MBIIIa (aa 180-199) is the least conserved among MYC 

family members, since it is lost in L-MYC. It has been reported that this region is important for 

transcriptional repression by MYC and for transformation, both in vitro and in a mouse model 

of lymphomagenesis (Herbst et al., 2005). MBIIIb (aa 259-270) was recently shown to interact 

directly with WDR5 (WD repeat-containing protein 5), which is part of various chromatin 

remodelling complexes, such as H3K4 methyltransferases, and could facilitate MYC 

recruitment to open chromatin (Thomas et al., 2015b). Interestingly, disruption of the MYC-
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WDR5 interaction promotes tumor regression in vivo (Thomas et al., 2019). MBIV (aa 304-

324) has been reported to be involved in different MYC functions: its deletion impairs MYC-

induced apoptosis and partially reduces its transforming potential, but it does not have any 

effects on cellular proliferation (Cowling et al., 2006).  

The best characterized domain of MYC is the bHLH-LZ, which mediates heterodimerization 

of MYC with its partner, MAX (Blackwood and Eisenman, 1991; Luscher and Larsson, 1999). 

The fact that MYC homodimers are never detected at physiological levels (Dang et al., 1991; 

Smith et al., 1990), highlights the importance of MAX for MYC activity. Indeed, dimerization 

with MAX is required for MYC to bind DNA, drive E-box dependent transcription in vivo, 

proliferation, transformation and apoptosis (Amati et al., 1992; Amati and Land, 1994; 

Littlewood and Evan, 1995).  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of MYC domains and some of its cofactors.  
In yellow are depicted major ligases responsible for MYC turnover and in violet are transcriptional binding partners of 
MYC. Modified from (Conacci-Sorrell et al., 2014). 
 

5 . 1 . 2  Regulation of MYC expression and activity 

The abundance and activities of MYC are tightly regulated by a complex signaling 

network that may act at different biological steps, as described below.  

- Transcriptional control.  

The first level of MYC regulation is the control of the transcription of its own gene. As 

originally shown in fibroblasts, MYC expression levels are very low in quiescent cells, and 

rapidly induced upon mitogenic stimulation, classifying it an immediate-early gene (Kelly et 
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al., 1983; Winkles, 1998). After stimulation, MYC levels need to be lowered again to avoid 

uncontrolled proliferation (Bentley and Groudine, 1986; Eick and Bornkamm, 1986; Krystal 

et al., 1988; Xu et al., 1991). The direct regulation of MYC by mitogenic stimuli was confirmed 

in diverse cell types, with a variety of growth factors and signaling pathways. For example, 

Notch, WNT, Hedgehog and and Janus kinase (JAK)–signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 3 (STAT3) signalling induce MYC transcription, whereas transforming growth 

factor-β (TGFβ) signalling represses it. The mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1)–S6K1 (REFS 

167,168), MAPK–HNRPK169 and MAPK–FOXO3A170 signalling cascades affect the 

efficiency of MYC translation, whereas the cooperative action of the PI3K and RAS signalling 

pathways increases the stability of MYC (Kress et al., 2015b) (Figure 5.3A).   

- Post-transcriptional control.  

Upon transcription of the MYC mRNA, its export to the cytoplasm is controlled by the 

translation initiation factor eIF4E (Culjkovic et al., 2006), which is also activated by mitogenic 

stimuli. The half-life of MYC mRNA is very short (Dani et al., 1984) and controlled by a 

number of miRNAs and RNA binding proteins (RBPs), such as TIAR, AUF1 and HuR (Kim 

et al., 2009; Liao et al., 2007). 

- Translational control.  

In eukaryotes, the assembly of ribonucleoprotein complexes is a fundamental step for initiation 

of translation, and mRNAs with long and complex 5’UTR, such as the one encoding for MYC, 

are impaired in translation initiation (Kozak, 1989) providing additional regulatory potential. 

For example, S6 Kinase 1 (S6K1), a target and effector of mTORC1, enhances MYC translation 

efficiency by modulating the phosphorylation of eIF4B, critical for unwinding of the Myc 5’ 

UTR (Csibi et al., 2014). In addition, in the MYC mRNA, the presence of a ribosome internal 

entry site (IRES) can drive cap-independent initiation of translation (Stoneley et al., 1998) and 
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mutations in this element can result in increased MYC protein production in multiple myeloma 

cells (Chappell et al., 2000; Paulin et al., 1998). 

Synthesis of the MYC protein can be halted in response to UVC irradiation, which causes 

association of the TIAR protein with the 3’ UTR of many key regulators, including MYC, 

ultimately suppressing their translation (Mazan-Mamczarz et al., 2006). 

- Post-translational control.  

The MYC protein undergoes many different post-translational modifications, such as 

phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitination and sumoylation, that have a role in MYC 

stabilization and degradation (Rabellino et al., 2016; Sabò et al., 2014a; Vervoorts et al., 2006). 

The main route for controlling MYC protein levels is trough ubiquitin-proteasome system 

(UPS) (Farrell and Sears, 2014; Thomas and Tansey, 2011). In particular, one of the best 

characterized Ub-ligase complexes controlling MYC levels is SCFFwb7, which depends upon 

interaction of its F-box subunit Fbw7 with the phospho-T58 form of MYC (Welcker et al., 

2004; Yada et al., 2004). SCFFwb7 is not the only enzyme involved in MYC ubiquitination: 

for example, Skp2 also promotes poly-ubiquitination of MYC, and does so independently from 

its phosphorylation (Kim et al., 2003). On the contrary, ubiquitination by b-TrCP appears to 

increase MYC protein stability (Popov et al., 2010). Recently, the importance of post-

translational control of MYC levels in both normal and tumor tissues was highlighted by 

demonstrating that S62 phosphorylation and Pin1-mediated isomerization of MYC control its 

spatial localization in the nucleus and further allow for optimal regulation of gene expression 

in response to extrinsic signals (Su et al., 2018). 

Taking into account that MYC can be also acetylated and that both acetylation and 

ubiquitination occur on Lysine residues, it has been hypothesized that these modifications may 

be compete with each other. Indeed, it has been shown that acetylation increases the stability 

of MYC and is negatively correlated with ubiquitination (Faiola et al., 2005; Vervoorts et al., 
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2003). Moreover, MYC can also be a substrate for addition of small ubiquitin-like modifier 

(SUMO) proteins (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2015; Kalkat et al., 2014; Sabò et al., 2014a). In c-

MYC, mass spectrometry analysis identified several SUMO acceptor lysines, K52, K148, 

K157, K317, K323, K326, K389, K392, K398 and K430 (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2015; Kalkat 

et al., 2014). However, in N-MYC only Lysine 349 has been reported to be modified by 

SUMOylation (Sabo et al., 2014a). Both c-MYC and N-MYC SUMOylation can have a role in 

MYC protein regulation, e.g. multiple SUMO monomers have been associated with ubiquitin-

proteasome pathway (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2015), while MYC phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation of S62 and T58 could be a SUMO-dependent process (Rabellino et al., 

2016).  

5 . 1 . 3  Physiological functions of MYC 

In normal conditions, cells express c-myc only upon exposure to mitogenic stimuli and 

in turn, leads to variety of transcriptional changes that foster cell growth and proliferation, 

mainly regulating key components of biosynthetic and metabolic processes necessary to 

maintain cellular growth (Dang, 2013; de Alboran et al., 2001; Kress et al., 2015a; Perna 

et al., 2012; Tesi et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2011a). In line with these findings, MYC acts 

as a direct sensor of activating signals in both B- and T-cells, and is required for several 

steps of cellular activation, such as metabolic reprograming, ATP synthesis, ATP-

dependent chromatin decompaction, RNA accumulation and cell growth (de Alboran et al., 

2004; Kieffer-Kwon et al., 2017; Murn et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011b) (Figure 5.3B). 

Altogether, MYC constitutes central node in cell signaling, providing cells with a direct 

readout of mitogenic stimuli, and contributing to their response to those same signals. 
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Figure 5.3 Examples of MYC-dependent genes and cellular processes (Kress et al., 2015b) 
 

5 . 1 . 4  Alterations of MYC in cancer  

The central role of MYC in mitogenic signaling endows it with strong oncogenic 

activity when aberrantly expressed. Indeed, up to 70% of human tumors show MYC 

overexpression (Dang, 2012; Meyer and Penn, 2008; Tansey, 2014). MYC can be 

oncogenically activated either through direct alterations of its locus (see below) or, in the 

absence of direct oncogenic lesions, through aberrant activation of upstream signaling 

pathways (Figure 5.3A). The first alterations to be described in Myc were translocations, 

which are a defining landmark in Burkitt’s B cell lymphomas (Kuppers and Dalla-Favera, 

2001), but also occur in a subset of follicular B cell lymphoma (FL), diffuse large B cell 

lymphoma (DLBCL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and multiple myeloma (Bisso 

et al., 2019; Grande et al., 2019; Huh et al., 2008; Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera, 2018; 

Pasqualucci et al., 2014; Shou et al., 2000). In all of these cancers, MYC deregulation 

generally correlates with a more aggressive phenotype and poor prognosis (Barrans et al., 

2010; Bisso et al., 2019; Gabay et al., 2014; Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera, 2018). Myc’s 

oncogenic potential can also be achieved through amplification of its locus, as observed in 
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diverse solid tumors (Beroukhim et al., 2010). Most frequently, MYC is activated in an 

indirect manner, as its overexpression is triggered by upstream oncogenic events that 

activate pathways such as Wnt in colon cancer (He et al., 1998; Sansom et al., 2007), Notch 

in T-cell leukemia (Palomero et al., 2006; Weng et al., 2006) or JAK-STAT signaling in 

prostate cancer, hematopoietic malignancies and sarcomas (Bromberg et al., 1999; Kiuchi 

et al., 1999) (Figure 5.3A).   

Among its multiple effects, oncogenic MYC can increase the number of divisions in 

cycling cells and the size of cells (Iritani and Eisenman, 1999). In certain conditions, MYC 

overexpression can cause proliferative arrest (Felsher et al., 2000) or  cellular senescence 

(Campaner et al., 2010; Grandori et al., 2003). When MYC overexpression co-occurs with 

other oncogenic event, such as Ras activation or overexpression of BCL2, it eventually 

leads to transformation of the cells and tumor initiation (Clegg et al., 2011; DeoCampo et 

al., 2000; Land et al., 1983; Strasser et al., 1990b; Welm et al., 2005). When oncogenic 

MYC is switched off in already established tumors, it causes tumor involution, based on 

either growth arrest, apoptosis, block in differentiation, as well as  a number of systemic 

alterations in the tumor microenvironment, demonstrating  that tumors are addicted to 

continuous MYC overexpression at multiple levels (Felsher and Bishop, 1999; Gabay et al., 

2014; Jain et al., 2002; Kortlever et al., 2017; Kress et al., 2016; Shachaf et al., 2004; Sodir 

et al., 2020). Even in tumors driven by other oncogenes (e.g KrasG12D or SV40 large T 

antigen), inhibition of MYC leads to tumor regression (Soucek et al., 2013), implying that 

MYC is generally required for tumor maintenance. 
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5 . 1 . 5  The MYC/MAX dimer 

As outlined above, MYC associates with MAX to specifically bind DNA and activate 

transcription from promoters containing the consensus binding motif CACGTG (or E-box) 

(Amati et al., 1992; Blackwood and Eisenman, 1991; Prendergast et al., 1991). The formation 

of the MYC/MAX heterodimer is fundamental for the biological activities of MYC such as DNA 

binding to the E-box (Blackwood and Eisenman, 1991; Prendergast et al., 1991), transcriptional 

activation (Amati et al., 1992; Crouch et al., 1993; Kretzner et al., 1992; Reddy et al., 1992), 

cell proliferation, apoptosis and transformation (Amati et al., 1993a; Amati et al., 1993b), and 

MYC-dependent gene regulation (Mao et al., 2003).  A recent publication dissected the 

functional interplay between c-myc and MAX in B lymphocytic differentiation by using either 

c-myc KO, MAX KO or double KO mice, showing that MYC requires MAX in primary B 

lymphocytes in order to exert its function, while cell differentiation and DNA replication can 

be initiated without the formation of MYC/MAX heterodimers, but requires these dimers the 

maintenance, amplification or fine-tuning of these functions upon their initial activation (Perez-

Olivares et al., 2018). Another recent publication showed that loss of MAX in B cells leads to 

downregulation of numerous transcriptional targets of MYC/MAX and abrogates 

lymphomagenesis in the Eμ-myc mouse model, confirming the importance of MAX for MYC 

activity (Mathsyaraja et al., 2019). 

5 . 1 . 6  MYC as a transcription factor 

Early on, and still before the emergence of technologies allowing genome-wide 

analysis, the discovery of MAX and of the transcriptional activity of the MYC/MAX dimer led 

to the notion that the effects of MYC in physiology and disease were driven by specific target 

genes. While a plethora of studies pointed in this direction, a number of controversies have 

developed in recent years, concerning the activities of MYC when associated with DNA, the 
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extent of its interactions with the genome, or the specificity of MYC-dependent transcriptional 

programs. These debates will be introduced below. 

Initial DNA binding and  gene expression profiles suggested that MYC binds to and 

potentially regulates transcription of around ~15% of the genome (Fernandez et al., 2003; 

Zeller et al., 2006). Genomic regions found to be enriched at MYC binding sites were CpG 

island (Luscher and Vervoorts, 2012; Zeller et al., 2006), and more in general chromatin 

regions enriched for epigenetic marks of open and active chromatin, such as tri- and di-

methylation of lysine 4 as well as acetylation of lysine 27 of the histone H3 (H3K4me3, 

H3K4me2, H3K27ac respectively) (Guccione et al., 2006; Sabò and Amati, 2014). So far, it 

has not been reported that MYC can bind to heterochromatin, even though the E-boxes could 

be present in those regions (Lin et al., 2012; Sabo et al., 2014b). Hence, chromatin has to be 

open prior to MYC binding to its target sites.  

Apart from being marked by H3K4me3, regions that are bound by MYC can also be pre-bound 

by transcriptional regulators such as WDR5 or BPTF, which can facilitate recruitment of MYC 

to its target sites (Richart et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2015a; Thomas et al., 2015b). Once bound 

to DNA, MYC in turn recruits a number of transcription co-factors that lack sequence 

specificity, such as TRRAP (McMahon et al., 2000), HDACs (Matsuoka et al., 2008), Tip60 

or GCN5 (Frank et al., 2003; McMahon et al., 2000). Moreover, MYC can interact with general 

transcription factors, such as P-TEFB (cyclin T-CDK9 complex) which mediates RNAPolII 

CTD phosphorylation, and such interaction has been proposed to lead to the stimulation of 

transcriptional elongation (Bouchard et al., 2004; Eberhardy and Farnham, 2002; Lin et al., 

2012; Rahl et al., 2010). In addition, MYC can associate with the H3K4me3 demethylases 

JARID1A/KDM5A and Jarid1B/Kdm5b and different subunits of ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodeling complexes such as SWI/SNF (Cheng et al., 1999; Pal et al., 2003; Park et al., 2002; 

Secombe and Eisenman, 2007).  
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MYC can interact also with other proteins through its C-terminal domain (CTD), such as the 

transcription factor MIZ1: this interaction has been linked to MYC-dependent repression, which 

is thought to occur mainly through blockade of the activating action of MIZ1 (Staller et al., 

2001; Walz et al., 2014). An example of a MYC/ MIZ1-repressed gene is CDK1NA: upon UV 

irradiation in mammalian cells, MIZ1 promotes transcription of CDK1NA in order to trigger 

the DNA damage-induced cell cycle arrest; on the other hand, MYC antagonize MIZ1 activity 

and facilitate recovery of proliferation after the arrest (Herold et al., 2002). Since both MYC 

and MIZ1 are transcriptional activators, but together block the activating action of MIZ1, it has 

been proposed that the ratio of MYC/ MIZ1 bound to promoters correlates with the direction of 

response: in case of MYC upregulated genes this ratio is bigger than 1, while for MYC-repressed 

genes is close to 1 (Walz et al.2014). However, an integrative analysis of genomic and 

transcriptomic data from different in vitro and in vivo systems suggested that the relative 

abundance of MYC at promoters – rather than the MYC/MIZ1 ratio – is a more accurate 

predictor of transcriptional outcome (de Pretis et al., 2017).  

5 . 1 . 7  Regulatory models: selective transcription versus general 
transcriptional amplification  

Traditionally, it has been thought that MYC-dependent transcriptional activation occurs 

upon its direct binding to a target sequence on promoter DNA (Kress et al., 2015b; Sabò and 

Amati, 2014), while MYC-dependent repression in most cases is a result of its indirect DNA 

binding through other transcription factors of whom MYC would antagonize the function 

(Staller et al., 2001). In  2012, two studies challenged this view proposing that MYC act as a 

general amplifier of transcription of all expressed genes (Lin et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2012). This 

model was based on the observation that, in cancer cells, the widespread binding of MYC to 

basically all accessible regions of the genome (active promoters and enhancers) is often 

coupled with an increase in global RNA levels, termed “RNA amplification”. The authors thus 
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concluded that MYC binds broadly trough the genome and provides non-specific amplification 

of already expressed genes, mainly through enhancement of transcription elongation via its 

interaction with the p-Tefb complex (Lin et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2012). However, the 

transcriptional amplification model failed to consider a fundamental aspect: MYC can trigger a 

series of cellular processes which dramatically impact cell physiology and may thus also foster 

a general increase in transcription. One of the ways in which the  phenomenon of RNA 

amplification may be explained is by a variety of metabolic changes that rely on MYC and, in 

turn, impact the global RNA synthesis and turnover (Kress et al., 2015b). For example, it has 

been known for decades that differences in total RNA content may be used as a discriminating 

marker for cycling and quiescent cells in yeast (which has no MYC homologue) 

(Darzynkiewicz et al., 1980) and changes in MYC levels often co-occur with changes in the 

proliferative state of the cells, e.g. tumor versus normal tissue (Sabo et al., 2014b), or quiescent 

B cells versus LPS-stimulated cells (Nie et al., 2012; Sabo et al., 2014b; Tesi et al., 2019b; 

Zeller et al., 2006). Moreover, MYC invasion and RNA amplification are distinct, separable 

events that can occur independently: in serum-stimulated fibroblasts, increased RNA levels are 

observed in cells transitioning from G1 to S-phase, while MYC does not completely invade the 

open chromatin (Sabo et al., 2014b) and contributes to the activation of an earlier transcription 

program in G1 (Perna et al., 2012). On the contrary, overexpressed MYC can be detected at all 

active chromatin domains in already proliferating fibroblast, without triggering RNA 

amplification (Kress et al., 2015b; Sabo et al., 2014b). Finally, the idea of MYC as a 

transcriptional amplifier postulates a cause-to-effect relation between MYC binding and gene 

regulation, without considering the possible existence of different binding modalities; in fact,  

discriminating productive from non-productive binding events is a challenging issue in the 

field, and is true for all transcription factors. Indeed, careful analysis of available datasets 

revealed that DNA binding is not predictive of actual regulation of gene transcription (Kress 
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et al., 2015b).  In  a recent work from our lab, we observed that promiscuous chromatin 

interaction profiles seems to encompass diverse DNA-binding modalities, driving defined, 

sequence-dependent transcriptional responses (Pellanda et al., 2020) 

Altogether these observations strongly support the long-standing concept that MYC acts as a 

“traditional” transcription factor, which is able to up- and down-regulate specific sets of genes 

in response to the environmental stimuli (Kress et al., 2015b).    

5 . 1 . 8  DNA replication  

DNA replication is one of the key cellular processes in which MYC was proposed to 

play a direct role (Dominguez-Sola and Gautier, 2014; Dominguez-Sola et al., 2007). Different 

studies reported protein-protein interactions between MYC and factors of the pre-replication 

complex, such as the Origin Replication Complex 1 and 2 (ORC1, ORC2) (Dominguez-Sola 

et al., 2007; Takayama et al., 2000b), MCM 2-7 (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2007), CDC6 

(Takayama et al., 2000a) and Cdt1 (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2012). The CDT1 gene has also 

been characterized as a MYC target gene (Valovka et al., 2013). Moreover, data in Xenopus 

cell-free extracts suggested that MYC controls DNA replication independently from its 

transcriptional activity (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2007). All this notwithstanding, it remains to 

be confirmed whether the effects of MYC on S-phase entry and progression are due to direct 

regulation of DNA replication or – perhaps more likely – to its impact on cell cycle control, 

mediated by the transcriptional control of gene that regulate this process (Kress et al., 2015a): 

examples of the latter include up-regulation of cyclin D (Perez-Roger et al., 1999; Yu et al., 

2005) and cyclin E (Beier et al., 2000), or repression of p21Cip1 and p15INK4b (Gartel et al., 2001; 

Seoane et al., 2001). Most noteworthy in this context MYC can also counteract the action of 

two related inhibitors, p27KiPl and p16INK4a, without suppressing their levels (Alevizopoulos et 

al., 1997; Vlach et al., 1996). Finally, the products of MYC-activated genes can impact on the 
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biosynthesis of DNA and of other macromolecules (RNA, proteins) through the metabolism of 

precursors (nucleotides, amino acids) (Kress et al., 2015a), energy production, mitochondrial 

biogenesis or glycolysis (Dejure and Eilers, 2017; Kim et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005; Zhang et 

al., 2007).  

5 . 1 . 9   rRNA biology, ribosome biogenesis and translation 

A number of studies have linked MYC to the regulation of ribosome biogenesis and 

mRNA translation. First, MYC can control multiple stages of ribosome biogenesis by regulating 

the transcription of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) trough recruitment of RNA polymerase I 

(RNAPolI) co-factors and chromatin remodelling of ribosomal DNA (rDNA) loci and (Arabi 

et al., 2005; Grandori et al., 2005; Grewal et al., 2005; Poortinga et al., 2004; Shiue et al., 

2009). Whether this effect is truly direct, however, remains unclear: while preliminary binding 

data  in mammalian cells were used to support a direct action of MYC on rDNA (Arabi et al., 

2005; Grandori et al., 2005), ChIP-seq experiments in our own group failed to confirm this 

effect (B. Amati, personal communication) while clearly mapping other factors along the 

mouse rDNA repeat (Pistoni et al., 2010).  Most importantly, the regulation of RNAPolI 

activity by MYC occurs indirectly in Drosophila  (Grewal et al., 2005), suggesting that the same 

may be true in mammalian cells. In line with this concept, MYC regulates the RNA polymerase 

II (RNAPolII)-dependent transcription of genes encoding ribosomal protein, as well as 

regulators of ribosomal subunit transport (Maggi et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Zeller et al., 

2001) and  rRNA processing, such as Nucleolin, nucleoplasmin, Nop56 and others (Greasley 

et al., 2000; Schlosser et al., 2003). Therefore, MYC regulated a large number of protein-coding 

RNAPII-transcribed genes, the products of which control not only rRNA synthesis by RNAPI, 

but also rRNA processing, ribosome maturation and function.  
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Finally, besides the above general effects on the translation machinery, MYC can also modulate 

translation of select mRNAs, most likely through the transcriptional control of translation 

factors such as eIF4E (Schmidt, 2004). An example is the translational control of mRNAs 

encoding immune checkpoint proteins, such as PD-L1, which leads to more aggressive cancers 

(Xu et al., 2019).  

5 . 1 . 1 0  MYC, Proliferation and Apoptosis 

As mentioned above, MYC has a central role in the control of cell proliferation in 

response to mitogenic stimuli, and may promote cell cycle progression and cell division in 

multiple ways, including the regulation of genes such as cyclin D (Perez-Roger et al., 1999; 

Yu et al., 2005) and cyclin E (Beier et al., 2000), among many others.  MYC also impacts 

proliferation by regulating the biological processes needed to support cell it, such as energy 

production. In order to provide the energy required for the cycling cell, MYC is upregulating 

genes implicated in different metabolic processes, such as mitochondrial biogenesis and 

glycolysis (Dejure and Eilers, 2017; Kim et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007).  

The ability of MYC to promote proliferation is counter-balanced by its propensity to 

trigger cell death in particular conditions. Indeed, it is believed that the ability of MYC to 

tightly control proliferation on one side, and to trigger cell death on the other, is a safeguard 

mechanism to prevent uncontrolled cell divisions due to MYC deregulation. For example, 

in the absence of survival signals, such as growth hormones or cytokines, deregulated MYC 

expression can induce apoptosis (Bissonnette et al., 1992; Evan et al., 1992) in both p53-

dependent and p53-independet ways. First, MYC deregulation leads to the increase in the 

ARF protein expression (Zindy et al., 1998), which inhibits Mdm2, a negative regulator of 

p53 (Weber et al., 1999). Activation of p53 can increase Puma and Noxa levels that further 

downregulate anti-apoptotic factors – BCL2 and Bcl-XL (Eischen et al., 2001b; Maclean et 
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al., 2003; Oda et al., 2000). P53 can also activate pro-apoptotic protein Bax which 

subsequently causes permeabilization of the mitochondrial outer membrane that leads to 

induction of cell death (Chipuk et al., 2004). 

Disruption of the equilibrium between pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic proteins by 

MYC-dependent mechanisms is another way how MYC induces apoptosis (Eischen et al., 

2001b; Mitchell et al., 2000; Oster et al., 2002).  

 

5 . 2  BCL2 and apoptosis 

BCL2 is the first molecularly defined regulator of the cell suicide program to be 

identified. Indeed the hallmark t(14;18) chromosome translocation in human follicular 

lymphoma linked the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus to a novel gene, then denoted BCL2 

(Tsujimoto et al., 1984). This gene was shown to promote cellular survival rather than 

proliferation, unlike the previously identified oncogenes (Vaux et al., 1988).  The identification 

of BCL2 together with apoptotic protease-activating factor-1 (Apaf1) in mammalian cells from 

the studies of Caenorhabditis elegans development in the 1990s (Hengartner et al., 1992; 

Hengartner and Horvitz, 1994; Yuan and Horvitz, 1992) marks the beginning of an era of 

molecular apoptosis research that triggered the rapid expansion of regulated cell death research.  

The term apoptosis was coined for the first time in 1972 by John Kerr, Andrew Wyllie, 

and Alastair Currie (Kerr et al., 1972), and the molecular mechanisms regulating this process 

have been extensively investigated in multiple organisms over the last 30 years (Tang et al., 

2019). Apoptosis is essential in both shaping the embryo and ensuring homeostasis within adult 

tissues (Fuchs and Steller, 2011). When the apoptotic process is ongoing, cells shrink, fragment 

their DNA, bleb and break up into ‘apoptotic bodies’, which are then engulfed by phagocytes 

(Kerr et al., 1972). Importantly, no inflammation ensues because the plasma membrane is not 

breached.  
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In mammals, apoptosis can be prompted through two different mechanisms: the 

intrinsic pathway and the extrinsic pathway (Figure 5.4). The extrinsic pathway is activated in 

response to external stimuli such as the engagement of the Fas or TNFα ligands to their 

receptors on cell surface as part of the effector phase of an immune response (Schulze-Osthoff 

et al., 1998) (Bredesen et al., 2004). in contrast, the intrinsic pathway is initiated when cells 

receive intrinsic death stimuli, such as excessive oncogene activation, DNA damage, or the 

unfolded protein response (UPR) (Chipuk et al., 2006). The intrinsic, and partially the extrinsic 

patway converge at the level of the mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM). Mitochondrial 

outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) is tightly controlled by the BCL2 family, including 

pro-apoptotic (e.g., BCL2 associated X, apoptosis regulator [BAX]) members (Czabotar et al., 

2014; Singh et al., 2019).  MOMP is considered to be the ‘point of no return’ during apoptosis 

as it results in the diffusion to the cytosol of numerous proteins that normally reside in the 

space between the mitochondrial inner and outer  membranes (Von Ahsen et al., 2000). Among 

these is cytochrome c, which serves as a cofactor for Apaf-1 to trigger the formation of the 

apoptosome and subsequent activation of the initiator and executioner caspases, normally 

caspase-9 and -3, respectively. MOMP itself is a complex process regulated by numerous 

BCL2 proteins, culminating in formation of pores by the core components BAX, BAK and/or 

BOK)   (see section 5.2.2) (Chipuk et al., 2006).  
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Figure 5.4 Apoptosis.  
Extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis. Extrinsic apoptosis is induced by the addition of death receptor ligands or by the 
withdrawal of dependence receptor ligands. CASP8 and CASP10 initiate death receptor-mediated extrinsic apoptosis, 
whereas CASP9 initiates the withdrawal of dependence receptor ligand-mediated extrinsic apoptosis. Pro-CASP8 and pro-
CASP10 are enzymatically inactive until they interact with FADD (Fas-associated via death domain), which is activated 
upon binding to cell death receptors responding to their ligands. DNA damage, hypoxia, metabolic stress, and other factors 
can induce intrinsic apoptosis, which begins with MOMP and leads to the release of mitochondrial proteins (e.g., CYCS) 
into the cytosol. Cytosolic CYCS interacts with APAF1, which recruits pro-CASP9 to form the apoptosome. MOMP is 
tightly controlled by the BCL2 family, including its pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic members. CASP3, CASP6, and 
CASP7 are considered the common effector caspases for both extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis. In addition, the extrinsic 
pathway can trigger intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis through the generation of truncated BID (tBID) by activated CASP8. 
tBID can further translocate to mitochondria and cause MOMP through the activation of BAX and BAK1. Modified from 
(Tang et al., 2019). 
 

5 . 2 . 1  The BCL2 family  

The BCL2 family includes more than 20 proteins (Hardwick and Youle, 2009) with 

either pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic functions and is divided into three groups based on their 

primary functions (Figure 5.5) : anti-apoptotic (BCL2, BCL-XL, BCL-W, MCL-1, BFL-1/A1), 

pro-apoptotic BH3-only proteins (BAD, BID, BIK, BIM, BMF, HRK, NOXA, PUMA) and 

pore-forming proteins (BAX, BAK, BOK). All proteins belonging to the BCL2 family bear 

from one to four of the co-called BCL2 Homology (BH) domains (Adams and Cory, 2018; 

Lomonosova and Chinnadurai, 2008) (Figure 5.5). 
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BH3-only proteins are so called because their only homology to BCL2  is the BH3 

domain, through which they engage multi-BH domain relatives (Adams and Cory, 2018) : this  

domain is essential for the binding of BH3-only proteins to the anti-apoptotic members of the 

family and for their ability to kill cells (Huang and Strasser, 2000). Hetero-dimerization is 

mediated by the insertion of the BH3 domain of the pro-apoptotic molecules into a hydrophobic 

cleft formed by the BH1, BH2 and BH3 domains on the surface of the anti-apoptotic proteins 

(Sattler et al., 1997). Many pro- as well as anti-apoptotic members of the BCL2 family also 

have a C-terminal transmembrane domain, which can target these proteins to the cytoplasmic 

side of intracellular membranes of the nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria 

(Chen-Levy and Cleary, 1990; Lithgow et al., 1994). Interactions between these proteins 

determine whether cells live or die. The pro-survival members can bind with high affinity to 

members of both the BAX/BAK and the BH3-only subgroups, via association of the BH3 

domain of the pro-apoptotic proteins with a hydrophobic groove on the surface of the pro-

survival proteins (Sattler et al., 1997). These interactions, however, exhibit specificity. The 

affinities of BH3-only proteins for the pro- survival proteins differ markedly (Chen et al., 2005; 

Kuwana et al., 2005). BIM, PUMA and perhaps TBID show high affinity for BAX/BAK, 

whereas other BH3-only proteins show more selectivity. Hence, enforced expression of either 

BIM or PUMA potently kills cells, whereas Bad and NOXA can efficiently induce cell death 

only if co-expressed (Chen et al., 2005). BAX and BAK also differ in their interaction with the 

pro-survival proteins. BAK can be bound tightly by BCL-XL and MCL-1 but only poorly by 

BCL2 (Willis et al., 2005), whereas all the pro-survival proteins probably can constrain BAX 

activity (Willis et al., 2007). 
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Figure 5.5 The BCL2 protein family.  
The initiator, guardian and effector factions of the family. Domains of shared BCL2 Homology (BH), and the nine α-
helices in the multi-BH domain members are indicated. (Effectors BAX and BAK, and the related BOK, have a BH4 
domain if both structural and sequence homology are considered.29) BOK seems to drive apoptosis only in special 
circumstances. Faction members most important for controlling apoptosis are in bold. All multi-BH domain family 
members and some BH3-only proteins (BIM, BID, BIK, HRK) have a C-terminal transmembrane (TM) domain for 
anchoring to organelles, most notably the MOM. How the BCL2 protein family controls cell life and death is shown. In 
healthy cells, the pro-survival guardians prevent activation of BAX and BAK, at least in part by binding the BH3 domain 
(α2) of any destabilised BAX or BAK monomers. Various stress signals activate BH3-only proteins that avidly bind their 
pro-survival relatives, preventing their constraint of BAX or BAK. In addition, certain BH3-only proteins, namely BIM, 
cleaved (active) BID and probably PUMA, can directly activate BAX and BAK, which then homo-oligomerise and 
permeabilise the MOM, releasing cytochrome c to initiate caspase activation and cellular demolition. Modified from (Cory 
et al., 2016) 
 

5 . 2 . 2  Physiological functions of BCL2 family members  

In healthy cells, proteins belonging to the BCL2 family are involved in many 

physiological processes that also go beyond their apoptotic function. Thanks to the use of 

transgenic and gene-knockout mice, many studies have contributed to the understanding of the 
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biological functions of BCL2 family members. In particular, overexpression of either BCL2 

(McDonnell et al., 1989; Sentman et al., 1991; Strasser et al., 1990b), BCL-XL (Grillot et al., 

1995), MCL-1 (Campbell et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 1998) or A1 (Chuang et al., 2002) in 

lymphoid and other haemopoietic cells revealed to be protecting against diverse cytotoxic 

signals, both physiological (e.g. cytokine deprivation) or imposed (e.g. g-irradiation, 

chemotherapeutic drugs). Notably, overexpression of pro-survival proteins in lymphocytes 

caused	lymphadenopathy, which, in the case of BCL2 and MCL-1, can progress at low (but 

significant) incidence to malignant lymphoma (Campbell et al., 2010; Egle et al., 2004; 

Korsmeyer et al., 1990; Strasser et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 2001). BCL2 (but not MCL-1) 

overexpression can also provoke a fatal kidney disease similar to human systemic lupus 

erythematosus (SLE) (Egle et al., 2004; Strasser et al., 1990b; Zhou et al., 2001) establishing 

that apoptotic defects can promote autoimmune disease. Different cell types vary in their 

dependence on individual pro-survival proteins, presumably due to variable expression patterns 

and selectivity of interactions. For example, BCL2-/- mice developed a fatal polycystic kidney 

disease (PKD), due to the death of renal epithelial stem/progenitor cells in the embryonic 

kidney, premature greying due to death of melanocyte progenitors, and immunodeficiency due 

to B- and T-cell attrition (Veis et al., 1993). Remarkably, these degenerative disorders were 

eliminated by concomitant loss of BIM (in the case of PKD, even loss of a single BIM allele) 

(Bouillet et al., 2001), demonstrating that BIM and BCL2 are the major mutually antagonistic 

regulators of the life/death switch in these cell types. The function of other BCL2-family 

members is discussed separately below. 

- BCL-X: the cell types most affected by BCL-X loss include fetal erythroid progenitors, 

certain neuronal populations, male germ cells, immature (CD4+ CD8+) thymocytes, 

hepatocytes and platelets (Kasai et al., 2003; Mason et al., 2007; Motoyama et al., 1995). Bcl-

x-/- mice die around E14–15 due to severe anemia and neuronal degeneration (Motoyama et al., 
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1995) et al, 1995) and bcl-x+/- males have profoundly reduced fertility (Kasai et al., 2003). 

Interestingly, Bim loss restored fertility in bcl-x+/- males and prevented the erythroid attrition 

caused by complete bcl-x loss but did not rescue the neurons, so bim-/- bcl-x-/-embryos still die 

around E15 (Akhtar et al., 2008). Thus, the Bim–Bcl-xL interaction determines the fate of 

erythroid progenitors and male germ cells, but Bim is not the sole BH3-only protein regulating 

neuronal survival.  

- MCL-1: Loss of MCL-1 has profound effects. Its complete loss caused pre-

implantation embryonic lethality (Rinkenberger et al., 2000) and conditional deletion studies 

have shown that Mcl-1 is important for the survival of haemopoietic stem cells (Opferman et 

al., 2005), immature B and T lymphoid progenitors and their mature resting progeny 

(Opferman et al., 2003), activated germinal center B cells (Vikstrom et al., 2010) granulocytes 

and activated macrophages (Steimer et al., 2009), certain neuronal populations in the 

embryonic brain (Arbour et al., 2008) and hepatocytes (Vick et al., 2009).  

- BCL-W and A1: BCL-W and A1 may have more restricted roles. Although BCL-W is 

broadly expressed, its loss provoked noticeable defects only in adult spermatogenesis (Print et 

al., 1998; Ross et al., 1998) and in epithelial cells in the small intestine, which became more 

sensitive to DNA damage (Pritchard et al., 2000). The mouse has at least three expressed a1 

genes, and loss of one of them (a1a) accelerated the apoptosis of granulocytes (Hamasaki et 

al., 1998) and mast cells (Xiang et al., 2001). Targeting all the A1 genes might well reveal 

additional defects, since diverse stimuli induce A1 expression in many cell types.  

- BAX and BAK: studies with mice lacking either BAX, BAK or both have shown that 

their functions largely overlap. No abnormalities are discernible in bak-/- mice (Lindsten et al., 

2000), except a modest rise in platelets (Mason et al., 2007), and bax-/- mice exhibit only mild 

lymphoid hyperplasia and male sterility, the latter because proper spermatogenesis requires the 
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death of excess testicular germ cells (Lindsten et al., 2000). In striking contrast, more than 90% 

of Bax−/−Bak−/− compound mutant mice die perinatally for still unknown reasons. The few 

survivors exhibited several phenotypic abnormalities, including webbed feet, substantial 

neuronal and lymphoid cell accumulation, as well as profound resistance of their lymphocytes 

(and other cell types) to a broad range of apoptotic stimuli (Cheng et al., 2001; Lindsten et al., 

2000). Perhaps surprisingly, several tissues in these Bax−/−Bak−/− mutants such as the bladder, 

liver, heart and pancreas still developed and functioned normally (Lindsten et al., 2000), 

suggesting that another protein may be involved in the activation of the effector phase of 

apoptosis in some circumstances. One such candidate is BOK, a BCL2 family member showing 

>70% amino acid sequence homology to BAX and BAK 

- BH3-only proteins: BH3-only proteins have distinctive physiological roles. For 

example, BIM, one of the most prominent players, is essential in many cell types for apoptosis 

induced by growth factor deprivation (Bouillet et al., 1999) and for the deletion of autoreactive 

thymocytes and immature B cells (Bouillet et al., 2002) (Enders et al., 2003). The PUMA and 

NOXA genes are both direct transcriptional targets of the tumor suppressor p53 (Vousden and 

Lane, 2007). Significantly, lymphocytes and certain other cell types from puma-/- mice are 

highly resistant to g-irradiation and DNA damage-inducing chemotherapeutic drugs (e.g. 

etoposide) (Jeffers et al., 2003; Villunger et al., 2003), demonstrating that Puma is the major 

mediator of the p53 apoptotic response in those cells. No abnormalities appeared in bik-/- mice 

or cells (Coultas et al., 2004), but males lacking both BIM and BIK were infertile due to 

impaired apoptosis of immature testicular progenitor cells (Coultas et al., 2005) as in bax-/- 

males. The association of Beclin-1 with BCL2, BCL-XL or MCL-1 reportedly blocks its ability 

to activate the PI3 kinase VPS34 and trigger autophagy (Maiuri et al., 2007; Pattingre et al., 

2005). Accordingly, a BH3-only protein of higher affinity (as most are), or a BH3 mimetic 

compound such as ABT-737 (see below), can displace Beclin-1 and allow autophagy. Beclin-
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1 can also be freed by several other mechanisms (Kang et al., 2011) including mono-

ubiquitination or phosphorylation of its BH3 domain.  

Collectively, the above observations support the concept that the survival of most if not 

all cells in vertebrates relies upon one or more of the BCL2-like guardians. This is consistent 

with the view that death is the default for most cells unless they receive positive signals from 

other cells (Raff, 1992). Most likely, paracrine signals conveyed by growth factors and cell–

cell or cell–matrix contacts promote the survival of most cell types by up-regulating various 

anti-apoptotic BCL2 family members, as well as by curtailing expression and/or activity of 

particular BH3-only proteins (Youle and Strasser, 2008).  

5 . 2 . 3  BCL2 family and MYC-induced apoptosis 

As described above, MYC is a potent inducer of apoptosis (Evan et al., 1992). In 1992 

it was shown that BCL2 expression specifically abrogates MYC-induced apoptosis without 

affecting its mitogenic function in Rat fibroblasts and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 

(Bissonnette et al., 1992; Fanidi et al., 1992). Most importantly, these findings provided a 

strong rationale for the cooperativity between MYC and BCL2 in B cell lymphomagenesis, that 

had just been independently demonstrated in transgenic mice (Strasser et al., 1990b). Taking 

advantage of a mutant MYC proteins which retain its ability to stimulate proliferation and 

activate p53, but is defective at promoting apoptosis (because not able to induce BIM and 

effectively inhibit BCL2) it has been demonstrated that enforced expression of BCL2, thus 

abrogation of apoptosis, enables wild-type MYC to produce lymphomas as efficiently as 

mutant MYC (Hemann et al., 2005). 

In a subsequent work BIM has been depicted as the primary regulator of MYC-induced 

apoptosis (using both in vitro and in vivo systems) (Muthalagu et al., 2014). Altogether, the 
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above studies provided fundamental insight into the oncogenic cooperation between MYC and 

BCL2 family members, relevant to both carcinogenesis and the evolution of drug resistance in 

tumors. 

5 . 2 . 4  Role of the BCL2 family members in cancer 

Many of the initial observations concerning BCL2 and related proteins were made in the 

context of the lymphoid or other hematopoietic cells, or malignancies originating from these 

same compartments. Cloning of portions of the human BCL2 gene was first reported by 

Tsujimoto et al who cloned the breakpoints from t(14;18) chromosomal translocations 

observed in non-Hodgkin lymphomas. Soon thereafter, BCL2 was shown to prevent the death 

of cytokine-deprived haemopoietic cells in vitro and to cooperate with MYC in immortalization 

of lymphoid cells (Vaux et al., 1988) and in lymphomagenesis (Strasser et al., 1990b). This 

was the first identification of a gene that regulates cell survival (in any species) and the first 

evidence that evasion of apoptosis contributes to neoplastic transformation. BCL2 transgenes 

linked to an Igh gene enhancer, mimicking the human t[14;18] translocation, produced plasma 

cell tumors and lymphocytic leukemias, but not follicular lymphoma (McDonnell and 

Korsmeyer, 1991; Strasser et al., 1993). Subsequently, however, a VavP-BCL2 transgene 

expressed widely in the haemopoietic compartment did provoke follicular lymphoma, preceded 

by a huge germinal center hyperplasia dependent on CD4+ T cells, which also accumulated 

due to the high BCL2 levels (Egle et al., 2004). These observations indicate that the BCL2 

translocation by itself can cause human follicular lymphoma directly or by chronic T-cell 

stimulation. Furthermore, the long latency of tumor development (McDonnell and Korsmeyer, 

1991; Strasser et al., 1993) pointed to a need for additional oncogenic mutations.  

MCL-1 and BCL-XL are also important players in tumorigenesis. MCL-1 overexpression 

predisposes mice to diverse B cell lymphomas (Zhou et al., 2001) and, notably, haemopoietic 
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stem/progenitor cell tumors (Campbell et al., 2010). Also, Bcl-xL  (Boylan et al., 2007; Cheung 

et al., 2004; Swanson et al., 2004) and Mcl-1 (Campbell et al., 2010) synergizes with MYC in 

the induction of lymphoma and plasmacytoma, and all the pro-survival family members 

accelerate MYC-induced myeloid leukemia (Beverly and Varmus, 2009). In humans, MCL-1 

expression is elevated in many cases of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and multiple myeloma, 

and diverse cancers exhibit amplified MCL-1 or BCL-X genes (Beroukhim et al., 2010).  

Just as antiapoptotic BCL2-family proteins promote tumorigenesis, pro-apoptotic family 

members can function as tumor suppressors. MYC-induced lymphomagenesis in particular was 

accelerated by loss of either BAX (Eischen et al., 2001a), BIM (Egle et al., 2004), Puma 

(Garrison et al., 2008; Michalak et al., 2009), BMF or Bad (Frenzel et al., 2010), suggesting 

that all of these proteins contribute to MYC-induced apoptosis. BAX loss also accelerated brain 

tumor development in a transgenic model (Yin et al., 1997), and g-irradiation-induced thymic 

lymphomagenesis was enhanced by loss of NOXA (Michalak et al., 2009), BMF (Labi et al., 

2008) or both BIM and BAD (Kelly et al., 2010). Mice lacking both BIM and PUMA had 

enhanced lymphocyte accumulation and some spontaneously develop lymphoma (Erlacher et 

al., 2006). Importantly, loss or suppression of pro-apoptotic family members is also found in 

human cancer. BAX frameshift mutations appear in 50% of colon carcinomas in patients with 

a DNA mismatch repair defect, due to slippage during replication of an eight G run in the 

human BAX gene (Rampino et al., 1997). Moreover, 17% of mantle cell lymphomas have 

homozygous BIM deletions (Tagawa et al., 2005), and the BOK and PUMA genes have suffered 

allelic deletions in diverse cancers (Beroukhim et al., 2010). In many Burkitt lymphomas, BIM 

or puma are epigenetically silenced (Garrison et al., 2008; Richter-Larrea et al., 2010). Notably, 

BIM hypermethylation correlated with lower remission and shorter survival, (Richter-Larrea et 

al., 2010).  
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5 . 2 . 5  BCL2 family members and upstream oncogenic pathways 

Since a relatively small proportion of human malignancies carry abnormalities that directly 

affect genes of the BCL2 or death receptor families, the survival of cells undergoing neoplastic 

transformation most likely often relies upon upstream oncogenic pathways that alter expression 

of BCL2 family members. For example, gene expression databases show high BCL2 levels in 

most human lymphoid malignancies, including not only follicular lymphoma (due to the 

t[14;18] translocation), but also B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and multiple 

myeloma. Notably, over half of B-CLL cases exhibit deletions or mutations in micro-RNAs 

(miR-15a, miR-16-1) that down-regulate BCL2 mRNA (Iorio and Croce, 2009). Perhaps 

surprisingly, although BCL2 overexpression enhances MYC-induced lymphomagenesis 

(Strasser et al., 1990b) and is required for sustained growth of such lymphomas (Letai et al., 

2004), loss of endogenous BCL2 does not impair MYC-induced lymphomagenesis (Kelly et al., 

2010). Presumably, other pro-survival relatives sustain the pre-leukemic cells while they 

acquire the mutations allowing transformation and progression. In line with this notion, loss of 

even a single mcl-1 allele protected mice from developing MYC-induced AML (Xiang et al., 

2001). 

5 . 3  B cells 

The production of B cells is a lifelong process starting in the fetal liver and continuing in the 

bone marrow (BM) in postnatal life: like all hematopoietic lineages, B cells originate from a 

pool of multipotent hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and undergo a characteristic, stepwise 

differentiation process (Figure 5.6) (Era et al., 1991; Hardy et al., 1991; Hardy and Hayakawa, 

1991; Matthias and Rolink, 2005). Extensive research over the past decades has dissected B 

cell lymphopoiesis to great detail, which has allowed the identification of surface markers and 

molecular events, as well a high-resolution assessment of B cell function at defined steps of 

lymphopoiesis.  
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5 . 3 . 1  Early step of B cell development 

HSCs are identified on the basis of a combination of surface markers as well as the absence of 

lineage-specific markers (Ikuta and Weissman, 1992; Li and Johnson, 1995). Stem-cell 

daughter cells give rise to lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitors (LMPPs), which, in turn, 

can give rise to either myeloid or lymphoid cells. LMPPs then produce common lymphoid 

progenitors (CLPs), which can generate T cells, B cells, natural killer (NK) cells, and dendritic 

cells (DCs) (Matthias and Rolink, 2005; Nagasawa, 2006).  

B lymphopoiesis proceeds as a result of the concerted action of cytokines including 

FLT3 (fms-related tyrosine kinase 3) and IL-7 released by stromal cells in the BM, and the 

instructive function of TFs including PU.1 (DeKoter and Singh, 2000), IKAROS (Ng et al., 

2009; Papathanasiou et al., 2009), E2A (Kwon et al., 2008); EBF1(Hagman et al., 1993) and 

PAX5 (paired box 5) (Cobaleda et al., 2007; Nutt et al., 1999). 

 

Figure 5.6 Schematic view of B cell development.  
The main compartments — bone marrow, thymus and blood — are shown. The various developmental stages that have 
been defined are indicated, as well as their relative order. Pluripotent haematopoietic stem cells (PHSCs), multipotential 
progenitors (MPPs), common myeloid progenitors (CMPs), early lymphoid progenitors (ELPs) and common lymphoid 
progenitors (CLPs) are known as lineage (Lin)− cells; these cells lack detectable expression of any of the markers that are 
associated with cells of the mature blood lineages or their committed progenitors: that is, CD3, CD8, B220, CD11b, CD19, 
GR1 and TER119. Cells that are defined as LSK are Lin− stem-cell antigen (SCA)hiKIThi, which is a possible precursor 
stage to early T-cell-lineage progenitors (ETPs). B cell development is typically viewed as a linear progression through 
different stages of differentiation. The various steps in immunoglobulin (Ig) rearrangement and the pattern of expression 
of these surface molecules can be used to characterize stages in B cell development From (Matthias and Rolink, 2005). 
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5 . 3 . 2  VDJ recombination  

During their differentiation from common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs), B cells (and 

T-cells) undergo rearrangements of their genetic material in order to establish a plethora of 

antigen receptors (one for each clonal population) which is necessary for their protective 

immune function. Each B cell is characterized by the expression of a B cell receptor (BCR) 

composed of membrane-bound immunoglobulin and the Iga/Igb heterodimer (Figure 5.7). The 

Ig molecule consists of two polypeptide chains, a heavy (H) and a light (L) chain, each of which 

includes a variable (V) and a constant region (C). These chains form monomers which then 

combine into dimers, or higher-order oligomers to form a full Ig molecule. Both constant and 

variable regions contain domains from the heavy and light chains (Dreyer and Bennett, 1965). 

Functionally, the constant region confers effector properties such as complement binding, 

stable interactions with cellular Fc receptors (FcRs), and the class, or isotype, of the Ig. In both 

humans and mice, there are four IgG, or γ-chain isotypes that are important for the 

identification and clearance of many peptide and polysaccharide antigens (Ags) (Tonegawa, 

1983). In contrast, the V region confers specificity to the Ig molecule by functioning as the 

direct contact between the Ig and its cognate antigen.  

 

Figure 5.7 B cell receptor.  
Schematic representation of a membrane bound immunoglobulin composed of two heavy chains and two light chains. Both 
the heavy chain and the light chain comprise a variable and a constant region.  
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The variable region of each receptor is generated by a gene rearrangement process 

called VDJ recombination. VDJ recombination joins together a unique variable (V), diversity 

(D) and joining (J) gene segment (only V and J segments for the Ig light chain of the BCR and 

the alpha chain of the TCR) in lymphoid precursors (Matthias and Rolink, 2005; Nagasawa, 

2006). VDJ recombination is triggered by the product of the Recombination activation genes 

(Rag)-1 and -2. Rag proteins bind and cleave DNA at specific recombination signal sequences 

(RSSs) flanking each V, D and J gene segment (Figure 5.8). Through the action of Rag proteins 

V, D and J gene segments are brought in close proximity and joined ultimately by components 

of the classical non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) repair pathway (Figure 5.8).  

VDJ recombination leads first to the assembly of an Ig Heavy (IgH) chain. A functional 

IgH chain expression interrupts further rearrangements at the second IgH locus (Bergman, 

1999). This process is called allelic exclusion (Cedar and Bergman, 2008). Pairing of the IgH 

chains with surrogate Ig light (IgL) chains triggers clonal expansion of pre-B cells, which 

ultimately exit the cell cycle and complete IgL rearrangements. Pairing of functional IgH and 

IgL chains leads to the generation of immature B cells with surface expression of the B cell 

receptor (BCR). Productive assembly of IgH and IgL V-region exons allows the expression of 

IgH and IgL chains as cell-surface IgM by newly generated B cells. These cells are allowed to 

exit the BM and complete their differentiation to become mature B cells in secondary lymphoid 

organs where they can undergo further antigen-driven immunoglobulin-gene diversification 

through somatic hypermutation (SHM) and class-switch recombination (CSR) (Chaudhuri and 

Alt, 2004). 
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Figure 5.8 The process of VDJ recombination.  
A: For successful VDJ recombination a concerted action of Rag proteins with DSB recognition and repair proteins is 
necessary. First a D segment is coupled to a J segment, which is followed by a V segment joining to the DJ assembly, to 
give rise to a functional Ig heavy chain gene. B: The mechanism of VDJ recombination initiates with Rag proteins inducing 
a DSB at the RSS. This leads to deletion of the nicked DNA sequence. Subsequently, the DSB is repaired by the NHEJ 
machinery (Ku70/80, DNA-PKs, DNA ligase IV and Xrcc4). Modified from  
 

5 . 3 . 3  Peripheral B cell development 

Immature B cells in the spleen, also called ttransitional B cells, are the first B cells to exit from 

the BM. They are divided in two main subsets, based on the expression of the CD23 surface 

marker and IgM: T1 cells (B220loIgM+CD23-) are the earliest BM emigrants and include a 

fraction of self-reactive B cells committed to death (Carsetti et al., 1995; Pillai et al., 2004); T2 

cells (B220loIgMhighCD23+)  derived from T1 cells and are direct precursors of long-lived 

mature B cells. The three major mature B cell subsets are follicular (FO) 

(B220+CD21intCD23+), marginal zone (MZ) (B220+CD21highCD23lo) and B1 B cells 

(B220+CD21lowCD23low). MZ and B1 B cells are not part of the adaptive immune response but 

have an important role in the production of antibodies, as they respond fast to T-cell 

independent antigens by differentiating into low-affinity antibodies secreting plasma cells 
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(Song and Cerny, 2003). On the other hand, FO B cells are the main players in T-cell dependent 

antigen responses and, once exposed to a T-cell dependent antigen, form germinal centers 

(GCs) in which they undergo affinity maturation. 

 

5 . 4   The Germinal Center  

Germinal Centers (GCs) are dynamic micro-anatomical structures in which B cells 

capable to produce high affinity antibodies are generated, selected and expanded further (Basso 

and Dalla-Favera, 2015). This process (called the GC reaction) happens upon the concurrent 

encounter of naïve B cells with antigen-presenting cells and CD4+ T-cells, resulting in B cell 

activation (Victora and Nussenzweig, 2012). Histologically, GCs are composed by two 

topologically distinct zones: the so-called dark zone (DZ), which consists of densely packed 

highly proliferating B cells referred to as centroblasts and the light zone (LZ), consisting 

mainly of non-dividing centrocytes (Allen et al., 2004; MacLennan, 1994; McHeyzer-Williams 

et al., 2009; Victora et al., 2010) (Figure 5.9). These compartments are  characterized by the 

differential expression of a series of surface markers such as the CXC-chemokine receptor 4 

(CXCR4), CD83 and CD86: in particular, CXCR4hiCD83lowCD86low and 

CXCR4lowCD83highCD86high profiles define DZ and LZ zone B cells, respectively (Allen et al., 

2004; Caron et al., 2009; Victora et al., 2012; Victora et al., 2010). A large body of work has 

revealed that the DZ and LZ are the sites of specific, inter-dependent processes that determine 

the highly dynamic nature of the GC reaction (Figure 5.9) and will be synthetically described 

here.  

In the DZ, highly proliferating CBs undergo diversification of their Ig V gene repertoire 

through a process called somatic hypermutation (SHM). As a result, clonally-related GC B 

cells express BCRs with different affinities to the antigen (Wagner and Neuberger, 1996). 

These cells migrate to the light zone to become CCs, where they establish intimate contacts 
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with antigen-presenting FDCs and undergo affinity-based selection (Allen et al., 2007; 

Schwickert et al., 2007). Indeed, GCBs are highly susceptible to undergo apoptosis (Liu et al., 

1989; MacLennan, 1994), as they lack expression of most anti-apoptotic factors (Klein et al., 

2003; Liu et al., 1989; MacLennan, 1994) and instead express high levels of several pro-

apoptotic proteins, such as the death receptor CD95 (FAS) (MacLennan, 1994; Martinez-

Valdez et al., 1996). Since FDCs expressed the cognate ligand CD95L (FASL) (Verbeke et al., 

1999), the LZ provides a highly pro-apoptotic environment, ensuring the rapid demise of 

GCBs, unless rescued by survival signals emanating mainly from BCR engagement. As a result 

of this process, only few CCs expressing high-affinity BCRs succeed to bind the antigen and 

to receive the necessary co-stimulatory survival and differentiation signals by a limiting 

number of TFH cells (McHeyzer-Williams et al., 2009; Schwickert et al., 2007; Victora et al., 

2010).  

Besides their role in affinity-selection, TFH cells also release cytokines that induce 

GCBs to undergo class switch recombination (CSR, also called isotype switching), a process 

that leads to the replacement of the initial IgM constant region with that of another class, 

including IgG3, IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgE and IgA (Chaudhuri and Alt, 2004). As a result of 

isotype switching, the effector function of the encoded Ig molecules is modified, resulting in 

the production of the various classes of secreted antibodies (Stavnezer and Amemiya, 2004). 

Most noteworthy here, recent work demonstrated that naive B cells undergo CSR upon 

interacting with antigen and receiving T cell help prior to GC entry, and thus before undergoing 

somatic hypermutation (Roco et al., 2019): as a result CSR is a relatively rare event in GCs, 

limiting the occurrence of pathogenic double-strand breaks and recombination events.  

The signals received by antigen-selected GC B cells upon interaction with TFH cells 

promote differentiation into long-lived antibodies secreting cells (ASCs) (Radbruch et al., 
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2006). A fraction of GC–derived ASCs home to the BM where they eventually mature into 

long-lived plasma cells (PCs). PCs provide a lifelong resource of high-affinity antibodies while 

memory B cells instead are long-lived surface Ig+ B cells, which re-circulate in the blood and 

get preferentially recruited into secondary immune responses, during which they undergo either 

terminal differentiation into PCs or additional rounds of SHM and selection within the GC to 

generate a new pool of memory B cells, with even higher affinity for the antigen (Radbruch et 

al., 2006). 

The segregation of proliferation and hypermutation in the DZ from antigen-driven 

selection in the LZ requires that cells migrate between these two zones for affinity maturation 

to occur, and early studies proposed that iterative cycles of SHM followed by selection (in DZ 

and LZ, respectively) would be required to achieve the degree of affinity maturation observed 

in vivo, a framework known as cyclic re-entry (Kepler and Perelson, 1993; Oprea and Perelson, 

1997). According to this model, now widely accepted in the field, a fraction of LZ B cells with 

improved affinity is allowed to re-enter the DZ for further rounds of proliferation and SHM; 

indeed, studies have provided experimental evidence for the re-entry of selected B cells from 

LZ to DZ upon antigen-driven selection (Allen et al., 2007; Gitlin et al., 2014; Schwickert et 

al., 2007; Victora et al., 2010).  

Further studies led to the unraveling of additional complexity within the GC 

compartments. In particular, two parallel studies addressed the role of  the transcription factor 

Foxo1 in GC B cells (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2015; Sander et al., 2015): deletion of a loxP-

flanked allele of Foxo1 in GC B cells results in “DZ-less” GCs, in which all B cells display a 

LZ surface phenotype (CXCR4lowCD86hi), suggesting that Foxo1 is essential for the 

proliferating GC in the DZ. Finally, recently published data proposed a separation of the GC 

into three different cell populations trough a multidimensional analysis (Kennedy et al., 2020): 
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in particular, the authors proposed that following selection in the LZ, B cells migrated to 

specialized sites within the canonical DZ that contained tingible body macrophages and were 

sites of ongoing cell division. Proliferating DZ (DZp) cells then transited into the larger DZ to 

become differentiating DZ (DZd) cells before re-entering the LZ. Altogether, we surmise that 

the GC might be constituted by a continuum of cell states that await more accurate description, 

in partucular at the phenotypic and transcriptional levels. 

 

Figure 5.9: Schematic view of the GC reaction.  

During T cell driven immune response, FO B cells enter the GC reaction. GC reaction is characterized by massive B cell 
proliferation coupled to Ig gene mutations (SHM) followed by selection of high-affinity BCR expressing B cells (FDCs 
present antigen on their surface and together with TFH cells provide survival signals to B cells upon antigen recognition). 
Low-affinity or non-functional Ig expressing B cells undergo apoptosis. GC B cells switch their isotype from IgM to IgG1 
(during CSR) and undergo terminal differentiation towards PCs or memory B cells Modified from: (Klein and Dalla-
Favera, 2008). 
 

5 . 4 . 1  Role of MYC in the GC 

MYC plays a central role in the maintenance and regulation of physiological B cell 

proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis (Bisso et al., 2019; Meyer and Penn, 2008). In 

particular, MYC expression is required for the survival, proliferation and proper differentiation 
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of B cell precursors into mature B cells (de Alboran et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2008; Sabo et 

al., 2014b; Tesi et al., 2019a; Vallespinos et al., 2011). Instead, a role of MYC in GCs has been 

controversial in the field:  although some studies reported increased MYC expression in human 

and mouse GC B cells compared to other cells type (Cutrona et al., 1997a, b; Martinez-Valdez 

et al., 1996), others refuted these observations, detecting only low or absent MYC expression 

in these cells (Klein et al., 2003; Shaffer et al., 2001). However, two seminal studies in 2012 

showed that that MYC is expressed in a fraction of GC B cells, and is essential for the GC 

reaction (Calado et al., 2012; Dominguez-Sola et al., 2012). In particular, MYC acts in a 

bimodal way during the GC reaction: its expression is induced in LZ upon GC B cells upon 

stimulation, it is transcriptionally repressed in DZ B cells and it is re-expressed in a subset of 

LZ B cells that are going to re-enter in the DZ. The role of BCL6 deserves further attention 

here: in particular, during normal GC reaction, signals such as IRF4 and BCL6 itself, negatively 

regulate BCL6 activity (Hatzi and Melnick, 2014).This would thus allow MYC to escape BCL6 

repression during the first rounds of cell division that will give rise to the bulk of GC B cells. 

The transient nature of these signals, and the decreasing number of positive selection events 

found in GC as they mature, would explain why MYC is not detectable in the majority of 

‘mature’ GC B cells (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2012). The differential expression patterns of 

MYC and BCL6 in the LZ and DZ compartments were recently confirmed through single-cell 

transcriptional profiles (Milpied et al., 2018). Hence, MYC and BCL6 expression are mutually 

exclusive. Despite this, a small fraction of GC B cells (nearly 10%), is positive for the 

expression of both proteins (Calado et al., 2012; Dominguez-Sola et al., 2012). This could be 

explained by the presence of cells that transit in either direction between dark and light zone, 

but can also open the possibility of further layers of regulation, such as the inhibition of BCL6 

activity by acetylation (Bereshchenko et al., 2002). In a recent study (Kennedy et al., 2020), 

MYC locus specific enhancers were shown to be open in LZ B cells, correlating with deposition 
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of active enhancer epigenetic marks (H3K4me1+H3K27Ac+). Consistent with this, MYC 

mRNA abundance was highest in LZ B cells. A phosphorylated form of MYC was detected in 

both the LZ and a newly distinguished, proliferating “DZp” subset, the latter also showing 

highest expression of a MYC-dependent downstream program (Kennedy et al., 2020). Hence, 

this data provide a model in which MYC transcriptional activation in LZ B cells would be 

followed by phosphorylation and stabilization of MYC in DZp cells and execution of the MYC-

dependent program (De Silva and Klein, 2015). In addition, in very recent publications, the 

turnover between DZ proliferation and LZ affinity selection of GC B cells is specifically 

regulated by the cell cycle regulator cyclin D3 expression (Ramezani-Rad et al., 2020) Pae et 

al., 2020 BioRxiv. Accordingly to one of these models, B cell receptor (BCR) stimulation of 

GC B cells downregulates cyclin D3 but induces c-Myc, which subsequently requires cyclin 

D3 to exert GC expansion (Ramezani-Rad et al., 2020). Altogether, the aforementioned data 

support a still open scenario in which MYC is induced by costimulatory signals in GC B cells 

and is required for the proliferative response to these signals, albeit in a spatially and temporally 

distinct manner.  

5 . 5  BCL2 in the GC 

BCL2 is normally transiently expressed  during B cell maturation (Menendez et al., 2004). 

Early studies showed that overproduced BCL2 prevents the death of B cells cultured in vitro 

(Nunez et al., 1990; Strasser et al., 1991) and its expression decrease in germinal center B cells 

(Pezzella et al., 1990). In a later study, constitutive expression of a BCL2 transgene (Eµ-bcl2-

36) in B cells led to increased survival of germinal center cells which, in turn, revealed 

alterations in the selection process of memory B cells. In contrast, bone marrow AFCs are 

subjected to a stringent selection which is not influenced by the BCL2 transgene.  
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This is consistent with the affinity threshold required by GC B cells for the selection into 

the plasma cell differentiation path (Smith et al., 2000).  

5 . 5 . 1  BCL2 deregulation in GC lymphomas  

As explained above, GCs represent critical sites within lymphoid tissues, where B cell 

responses to antigen are amplified and refined through the mechanism of affinity maturation. 

25% of DLBCL cases is carrying a BCL2 t(14;18) translocation in (Iqbal et al., 2004; Willis 

and Dyer, 2000). The t(14;18) chromosomal recombines BCL2,  located at 18q21, with the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) H-chain joining region (JH) at 14q32 (Hua et al., 1988). GC entry of 

naive B cells with t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocation is assumed to be a key step in the onset of 

follicular lymphoma (FL) by allowing BCL2-driven rescue of B cells with low-affinity 

receptors, and accumulation of developmentally blocked GC B cells (Roulland et al., 2011). 

The accumulation of activated GC B cells localized in the reactive follicle increase the chances 

to acquire other oncogenic hits thus promoting progression of the malignancy and its gradually 

spreading to distant lymphoid organs, including BM, to eventually manifest as a systemic 

disease (Swerdlow et al., 2016). 

The tumorigenic potential of BCL2 has been studied in different transgenic mouse models 

(McDonnell et al., 1989; McDonnell and Korsmeyer, 1991; Strasser et al., 1993; Strasser et al., 

1990b). In these studies, enforced expression of BCL2 was found to increase the risk of the risk 

of B-lymphoid neoplasia, but the incidence was low, and the tumors were pre-B lymphomas, 

immunoblastic lymphomas, and plasmacytomas rather than follicular lymphomas. The VavP-

Bcl2 transgenic mice (Ogilvy et al., 1999) is engineered to overexpress BCL2 in cells of all 

hematopoietic lineages. These mice are highly predisposed and develop a disease with typical 

features of follicular lymphoma, including enlarged lymphoid organs. Since these cells 

accumulate in such large numbers in the spleen, they hypothesize that BCL2 overexpression 
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led to inefficient exit from the germinal center reaction and a prolonged permanence time in 

this state. Cells within this population would presumably have an increased probability of 

acquiring additional somatic mutations, including oncogenic mutations. Altogether, these data 

describe the dysregulation of BCL2 as a principal event prior to the expansion of a precursor 

population for follicular lymphoma.  

5 . 6  Diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL)  

Diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL), a member of the diverse group of mature B cell 

lymphomas, represents the most common type of aggressive B-NHLs in the US and Europe 

(Sant et al., 2010). A fundamental step in the classification of DLBCL is the transcriptome-

based recognition of the cell of origin, as either germinal center B cell (GCB), or activated B 

cell (ABC); this feature is now routinely monitored in the clinic, using IHC or mRNA profiling 

(Scott et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2014; Swerdlow et al., 2016; Wright et al., 2020). This 

subdivision has proven prognostic value and correlates with significant differences in the 

molecular pathogenesis of the tumors. Recent studies also have shown that ABC compared 

with GCB lymphomas exhibit differential sensitivity to certain drugs such as the 

immune/chemo-therapeutic regimen R-CHOP, consisting of rituximab plus 

cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (Roschewski et al., 2014). Recent 

studies have integrated mutational clustering methodologies and allowed the classification of 

DLBCL subsets (Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018). However, there is a limit in 

clustering methods. For example, the necessity to assign tumor samples to no more than single 

subtype could result in a wrong classification given the high heterogeneity of DLBCL genetic 

aberrations; moreover, the fact that the subtype assignment of a particular tumor can vary when 

different tumors are included during the clustering process could make the result less reliable. 

In order to overcome this limitation, a recent work developed an algorithm based probabilistic 

study that allowed the identification of seven DLBCL genetic subtypes that differ with respect 
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to oncogenic pathway engagement, gene expression phenotype, tumor microenvironment, 

survival rates, and potential therapeutic targets (Wright et al., 2020). Among all these DLBCL 

classifications, DHL deserves particular attention here, and will be discussed separately in the 

next section. 

5 . 7  Double-hit Lymphoma 

The term DHL commonly refers to a subset of DLBCLs that present concurrent 

rearrangements of MYC and BCL2 (less commonly, BCL6).  MYC and BCL2 activation, are 

initiating events in Burkitt’s (BL) and Follicular Lymphoma (FL), respectively, but also occur 

in other subtypes, such as DLBCL (Rosenquist et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2018).  While direct 

information is generally missing on the order of activation events, complex translocations can 

occur that simultaneously hit both oncogenes (Dyer et al., 1996). Progression from the BCL2-

translocated indolent form of FL to the transformed stage (tFL) is associated in ca. 25% of 

cases with secondary translocation of MYC (Dyer et al., 1996; Pasqualucci et al., 2014; 

Rosenquist et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2018). Regardless of their specific history, the resulting 

“double-hit” lymphomas (DHL) are highly aggressive malignancies with dismal prognosis in 

the face of current front-line therapies (Friedberg, 2017). At the morphological level, most 

DHLs show intermediate features between DLBCL and Burkitt lymphoma: cells are derived 

from the GC, are medium-sized, with a very high proliferation rate (Le Gouill et al., 2007; 

Momose et al., 2015). DHL represents 5%-10% of DLBCL patients (Anderson et al., 2016; 

Burotto et al., 2016; Friedberg, 2017; Rosenthal and Younes, 2017; Roulland et al., 2011; 

Sarkozy et al., 2015; Sesques and Johnson, 2017).   

The most recent revision of the WHO classification defined high-grade B cell 

lymphoma with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 chromosomal rearrangements (HGBL-DH/TH) 

(Swerdlow et al., 2016) a subset comprising tumors with either DLBCL or high-grade B cell 
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lymphoma features. Approximately 8% of tumors with DLBCL morphology are HGBL-

DH/TH, and all HGBL-DH/TH with BCL2 translocations of DLBCL morphology belong to 

the GCB molecular subgroup. In contrast, Double Expressor Lymphomas (DEL) tends to be 

ABC cell of origin (Friedberg, 2017).  Recently, a subgroup of GCB DLBCL has been 

identified by a distinct DHIT gene expression signature. (Ennishi et al., 2019; Sha et al., 2019). 

DHITsig-positive patients had inferior outcomes after R-CHOP therapy compared with 

DHITsig-negative patients (5-year time to progression rate, 57% and 81%, respectively;), 

irrespective of HGBL-DH/TH-BCL2 status (Ennishi et al., 2019). Indeed, only half of tumors 

belonging to the DHITsig-positive harbored MYC and BCl2 rearrangements (Ennishi et al., 

2019).  Altogether, the poor outcome after standard chemoimmunotherapy of DEL but 

especially of High-grade B-cell lymphoma with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements 

(HGBL-DH/TH) as well as the presence of other aggressive lymphomas which did not score 

as DHL, called for a deep study of their biological/molecular characteristics to efficiently guide 

patients management 

5 . 7 . 1  Mouse models of DHL 

The cooperativity between MYC and BCL2 in lymphomagenesis was demonstrated in 

1990 (Strasser et al., 1990a) and was confirmed multiple times since then, based on various 

combinations of transgenic mouse strains and/or gene-transfer experiments in either mouse or 

human cells (Hemann et al., 2005; Leskov et al., 2013; Letai et al., 2004; Marin et al., 1995; 

McDonnell and Korsmeyer, 1991; Ortega-Molina et al., 2015; Schmitt et al., 2002; Schuster et 

al., 2011).  Strasser and colleagues, demonstrated that double-transgenic mice expressing both 

BCL2 and c-myc under the control of the immunoglobulin enhancer (Eμ) develop an immature 

lymphoblastic leukemia within few days of birth. Mice show hyperproliferation of pre-B and 

B cells and develop tumors much faster than Eμ-myc mice. Suprisingly, the tumors derive from 
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a cell with the hallmarks of a primitive haemopoietic cell, perhaps a lymphoid-committed stem 

cell (Strasser et al., 1993). Later on, thanks to the generation of mice expressing a conditional 

BCL2 gene and constitutive c-myc and developing lymphoblastic leukemia, it was 

demonstrated that eliminating BCL2 yielded rapid loss of leukemic cells and significantly 

prolonged survival, formally validating BCL2 as a rational target for cancer therapy (Letai et 

al., 2004). In 2011, a humanized mouse model of MYC/BCL2-driven DHL was generated by 

engrafting human HSCs transduced with both oncogenes into immunodeficient mice. This 

humanized-MYC/BCL2-model (hMB) recapitulates some of the histopathological and clinical 

features of steroid-, chemotherapy- and rituximab-resistant human DHL (Leskov et al., 2013).  

In all of the aforementioned models, the resulting tumors did not arise from GC B cells 

as in human DHL, but rather from earlier stages of B cell differentiation (Leskov et al., 2013; 

Letai et al., 2004; Strasser et al., 1990a). Hence, the pre-clinical models available so far suffer 

from major limitations, failing to reproduce the correct developmental stage of the human 

tumors. In recent work, Caeser et al. circumvented this limitation by direct transduction of both 

oncogenes in human GC B cells followed by xenografting in immune-deficient mice (Caeser 

et al., 2019).   

Altogether, the available models of DHL suffer from a series of limitations: on one 

hand, xenograft-based models, while allowing to test drugs that are toxic to tumor cells, do not 

allow us to assess the contribution of the immune system and/or immune-targeted therapies. 

On the other, while the cooperative action of MYC and BCL2 in B cell lymphomagenesis was 

documented multiple times in immune-competent mice, the tumors obtained in these models 

were composed of primitive lymphoid rather than GC B cells and no mouse model was 

described that would faithfully reproduce the GC origin, differentiation stage and cellular 

phenotype of human DHL.  
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5 . 8  Aim of the project 

The occurrence of various B cell lymphoma (BCL) subtypes is associated with chromosomal 

translocations that occur at the Germinal Center (GC) stage and involve characteristic proto-

oncogenes such as MYC and BCL2. In a subset of diffuse Large-B Cell Lymphomas (DLBCL), 

concurrent MYC and BCL2 translocations accumulate and give rise to particularly aggressive 

double-hit lymphomas (DHL), which show dismal prognosis in the face of current front-line 

therapies. In this scenario, a mouse model that accurately recapitulates the human disease is 

fundamental in order to fully understand the biology of this disease and to develop pre-clinical 

studies.  

Although the cooperativity of MYC and BCL2 in lymphomagenesis has been described in 

multiple transgenic models, the resulting tumors did not arise from GC B cells, but rather from 

earlier stages of B cell differentiation. Other models were based on xenografting, not allowing 

to assess the contribution of the immune system and/or immune-targeted therapies. Hence, the 

field still lacks an immune-competent mouse model that would faithfully recapitulate the 

cellular origin and physio-pathological features of human DHL.  

On this basis, the general aim of our project was to determine whether specific GC activation 

of MYC and BCL2 could result in the development of a better DHL model. In order to 

investigate this scenario, we took advantage of the Germinal Center (GC)-specific transgene 

Cg1-Cre and conditional lox-stop-lox(lsl)-MYC and lsl-BCL2 alleles, that we combined to 

concomitantly activate both oncogenes in GC B cells. 

The specific aims of the project were the following: 

I. to phenotypically characterize DHL-tumors developed upon activation of MYC and 

BCL2 in GC B cells;   

II. to evaluate the consequences of the activation of MYC and/or BCL2 in cell 

undergoing the GC reaction;  

III. to profile transcriptional programs in DHL and compare them with the profiles of 

human B-cells and lymphomas;  
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6  Material and methods 

6 . 1  Mice  

R26-lsl-CAG-MYC-ires-hCD2 mice (Calado et al., 2012) were purchased from 

Jackson Laboratory (Maine; Stock No.: 020458). With the aim to obtain a mouse model that 

reflects the GC origin of human DHL, we combined the Cg1-Cre transgene(Casola et al., 2006), 

expressing the Cre recombinase specifically in GC B-cells, with the Cre -inducible alleles R26-

CAG-lsl-MYC-IRES-hCD2 (MYC) (Calado et al., 2012; Sander et al., 2012) and R26-lsl-

BCL2-IRES-GFP (BCL2) (Knittel et al., 2016) that allow the overexpression of MYC and 

BCL2 respectively. We then generated experimental cohorts by transplanting lethally irradiated 

RAG1 mice with bone marrow from transgenic donors, and monitored tumor development in 

reconstituted animals. For tumor-free survival analysis, Cg1- Cre ; R26-lsl-MYC-IRES-hCD2 

; R26-lsl-BCL2-IRES-GFP (henceforth Cg1- Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 ) mice were monitored 

three times per week and euthanized when showing wight loss equal or greater than 10% of 

the initial body weight, indicative of illness attributed to tumor formation. Infiltrated spleen or 

liver were dissected and either processed freshly or frozen and stored at −80°C until further 

analysis. NSG mice (purchased from Charles River Laboratories, Calco, Italy) were injected 

intravenously with 3 × 106 DHL cells and monitored until lymphoma onset. Experiments 

involving animals were done in accordance with the Italian Laws (D. lgs. 26/2014), which 

enforce Dir. 2010/63/EU (Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council 

of September 22, 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes) and authorized 

by the Italian Minister of Health with project 602/2018 PR. 

6 . 1  Genotyping 

Genomic DNA was extracted from tail biopsies by overnight digestion in lysis buffer 

(100 mM TrisHCl pH 8. 5,5 mM EDTA pH 8, 0, 2% SDS, 0,2 M NaCl and 0,1 mg/ml freshly 
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added Proteinase K) at 55°C, followed by heat inactivation (5 minutes at 100°C) and dilution 

with 10 volumes of water, and then used to evaluate offspring genotype by semi-quantitative 

PCR (GoTaq® G2 Hot Start Polymerase, #M7408). The primers used for genotyping are listed 

in Table 1. 

Table 1: List of primers. 
 
 

6 . 2  In vivo procedures  

6 . 2 . 1  Whole-body irradiation  

RAG1 mice were irradiated one day before being transplanted with Cg1- Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-

BCL2 BM at 7.5 Gy in order to ablate the immune system. Upon irradiation, mice were 

supplied with neomycin-treated water (2mg/mL) for 2 weeks.  

6 . 2 . 2  Immunization 

60 days after transplantation, mice were immunized by treatment with sheep red blood cell  

 (SRBC) in order to boost the germinal center reaction. A certain volume of SRBC (depending 

on the amount of mice that need to be immunized) has been taken from the stock, diluted in 

50mL of PBS and spin at 2500 RPM for 5 min at 4 °C. This wash has been repeated for 3 times. 
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After the third wash cells have been resuspended in 3-5 mL of cold PBS to aliquot and count 

cells by performing 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 serial dilution. The concentration has been adjusted 

with PBS at the final 109/0,3 mL. Cells have been then injected IV 300µl/mouse (109 

SRBC/mouse). 

6 . 2 . 3  Transplants  

Bone marrow cells 

0.5-1 x 106 BM cells counted directly from the bone marrow suspention resuspended in 0.3 ml 

of PBS and were injected intravenously in RAG1 mice (purchased from Charles River 

Laboratories). Animals were monitored by weight measurements, and sacrificed when the 

weight loss was equal or greater than 10% of the initial body weight.  

 

Lymphoma cells  

0.5-1 x 106 lymphoma cells were counted directly from the spleen suspension, resuspended in 

0.3 ml of PBS and injected intravenously in either C57BL/6 mice (purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories) or NSG mice. Animals were monitored by weight measurements, and 

sacrificed when the weight loss was equal or greater than 10% of the initial body weight. 

 
 
 

6 . 3  Western Blot 

Protein extraction was performed resuspending cells in Lysis buffer (300 mM NaCl, 1% 

NP-40, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) with freshly added protease inhibitors 

(cOmplete™ Mini Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, #11836153001 Roche-Merck) and phosphates 

inhibitors (PhosSTOP™, #4906845001, Roche-Merck). Cell lysates were then sonicated for 

10 seconds, cleared by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C and quantified by 
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Bradford assay (Bio-Rad Protein Assay, #5000006). Upon addition of 6X Laemmli buffer (375 

mM Tris-HCl, 9% SDS, 50% glycerol, 9% β-mercaptoethanol and 0.03% bromophenol blue), 

lysates were boiled 5 minutes at 100°C and then analysed on 4-15% gradient pre-casted 

polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, #5678084). Proteins were then transferred to a methylcellulose 

membrane (Bio-Rad, #1704271) for 30 min at 0.3 A with a Trans-Blot® SD Semi-Dry Transfer 

apparatus (BioRad, #1704150). Membranes were then washed in TBS-T (10 mM Tris-HCl, 

100 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween at pH7.4) and blocked with 5% milk in TBS-T for 30 minutes, 

and incubated over-night at 4°C with the indicated primary antibodies (Table 2). Next day 

membranes were washed three times for 5 minutes with TBS-T and then incubated at room 

temperature for 1 hour with the proper secondary antibodies. After three washes in TBS-T, 

chemiluminescence was detected using a CCD camera (ChemiDoc XRS+ System, Bio-Rad) 

using CalrityTM Wester ECL substrate (Bio-Rad, #1705060 ).  

 

 
Table 2. Antibodies used for Western blotting. 
 

6 . 4  Primary lymphoma cell lines and treatments 

Lymphoma cells were isolated from DHL bearing mice spleen: total dissociated organs were 

added to the culture and keep in culture for at least 3 weeks before seeing cell growth.  Cells 

were cultured at 37°C 5% CO2 in B cell medium. B cell medium was composed by DMEM 

and Iscove's modified Eagle's media implemented with L-Glutamine 4mM, penicilline-

streptomycin 100 Units/ ml, b-mercaptoethanol 25mM and 10% Fetal bovine serum. For 

treatments, cells where cultured for Tigecycline, and Venetoclax (all from Carbosynth) were 
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dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and added directly to the culture medium. Lymphoma cells 

were isolated from the spleen ot DHL bearing mice: total dissociated organs were added to the 

culture and kept in culture for at least 3 weeks before seeing cell growth.  Cells were cultured 

at 37°C with 5% CO2 in B cell medium, composed of  ½  DMEM and ½ Iscove's modified 

Eagle's media implemented with 4mM L-Glutamine, 100 Units/ ml penicilline-streptomycin, 

25mM b-mercaptoethanol  and 10% Fetal bovine serum. For treatments, cells where cultured 

at a concentration of 3x106 cells/mL. Tigecycline, and Venetoclax  (all from Carbosynth) were 

dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and added directly to the culture medium at concentration 

indicated in Figure 7.13.  

 

6 . 5  FACS analysis 

All the cells used for FACS analysis were taken directly from organ dissociation. 1.5 x 

106 cells have been counted and used for the staining.  Specific fluorochrome-conjugated 

antibodies were added to the staining solution - MACS buffer (PBS 1x, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% 

BSA) - mixed with specific for fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies (listed in Table 3), used at 

the dilution indicated. Cells were stained in FACS tubes for 1h at 4oC in dark and consecutively 

washed by spin at 2000 RPM and analysed with a FACSCelestaTM cytofluorimeter. Results 

were then further processed and analysed with FlowJo Version 10.4.0 software.  
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Table 3: Antibodies used forFACS analysis 

 

6 . 6  Cell sorting 

Before sorting, cells were pre-enriched with Anti-CD19 MicroBeads and MACS column 

separation (Miltenyi Biotech, Cambridge, MA). B  cells were stained with antibodies listed in 

Table 3 4 and cells were sorted according to hCD2 and GFP (EYFP for wt mice)  reporter 

genes by a BDFACSAria Fusion Special Order System sorter (Becton Dickinson) using a 85um 

(pressure  45PSI) nozzle. In Cg-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice, hCD2+/GFP+ cells are more than 

90%  GC B cells. Similarly, EYFP+ cells in wild type mice are 90% GC B cells. The software 

utilized is BD FACSDiva software v8.0.2. Immediately after collection the cells were used for 

RNA extraction, followed by RNA-seq. 

 

6 . 7  Immunohistochemistry 

Freshly isolated tissue was washed in PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C 

degrees for at least 16-24 hours, washed in PBS, and then stored in 70% ethanol at 4°C until 

further processing. The tissue was dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol, 
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embedded in paraffin blocks, cut into 3/5-mm thick sections and mounted on glass slides. 

Sections were dewaxed and rehydrated through an ethanol scale, heated in citrate solution 

(BioGenex, #HK086-9K) in a water bath at 99°C for 30 minutes for antigen unmasking, 

washed once in water, and treated with 3% H2O2 for quenching of endogenous peroxidases. 

After overnight incubation at 4°C with the relevant primary antibody (Table 4), slides were 

washed twice with TBS and incubated with secondary antibodies (Table 4) for 45 minutes. The 

signal was revealed with DAB peroxidase substrate solution (Dako, #K3468) for 1 to 5 

minutes. Slides were finally counterstained with Harris Hematoxylin (Sigma-Aldrich, 

#HHS80), dehydrated through alcoholic scale, and mounted with Eukitt (Bio-Optica, #09-

00250). Pathological evaluations have been performed by two different human pathologists: 

Professor Stefano Pileri (European Institute of Oncology) and Claudio Tripodo (University of 

Palermo). 

 
Table 4: Antibodies used for IHC. 
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6 . 8  Apoptosis analysis 

Expression of active caspase(s) was assessed by staining 1.5 x 106  of isolated splenocytes 

with Red-DEVD-FMK fluorescent-labelled CaspGLOW reagent according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Biovision) and measured by FACS on cells stained with flow 

cytometry antibodies listed in Table 3. 

6 . 9  RNA extraction and analysis 

For RNA-seq experiments, total RNA was purified from lymphoma (Table 5) cell pellet 

onto Quick-RNA Miniprep columns (Zymo, #R1054) and treated on-column with DNaseI. 

RNA quality was checked with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent Technologies). 0.5-1 μg 

were used to prepare libraries for RNA-seq with the TruSeq stranded total RNA Sample Prep 

Kit (Illumina, #20020596) following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA-seq libraries were 

then run on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent Technologies) for quantification and quality 

control and pair-end sequenced on the Illumina 2000 or NovaSeq platforms.  

 

Table 5: Lymphomas used for RNA-seq analysis  
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6 . 1 0  RNA-seq data filtering and quality assessment  

RNA-seq reads (50 bp paired end) were filtered using the fastq_quality_trimmer and 

fastq_masker tools of the FASTX-Toolkit suite (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/).  

Their quality was evaluated and confirmed using the FastQC application 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Pipelines for primary analysis 

(filtering and alignment to the reference genome of the raw reads) and secondary analysis 

(expression quantification, differential gene expression) have been integrated in the HTS-flow 

system (Bianchi et al., 2016). RNA-seq NGS reads were aligned to the mm10 mouse reference 

genome using the TopHat aligner (Kim et al., 2013) (version 2.0.8) with default parameters. In 

case of duplicated reads, only one read was kept. Read counts were associated to each gene 

(based on UCSC-derived mm10 GTF gene annotations), using the featureCounts software 

(http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/featureCounts/) (Liao et al., 2014) setting the options -T 2 -p -P.  

Bioinformatic and statistical analyses were performed using R with Bioconductor (Liao et al., 

2014) and comEpiTools (Liao et al., 2014) packages. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) 

were identified using the Bioconductor Deseq2 package (Love et al., 2014) as genes whose q-

value is lower than 0.05. 
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7  Results 

7 . 1  GC-specific activation of MYC and BCL2 provides a bona fide 

model of DHL 

In order to generate a murine model that would faithfully recapitulate the cell of origin of 

human DHL, we intended to overexpress MYC and BCL2 oncogenes specifically in B-cells 

that undergo the GC reaction. To do so, we took advantage of the germinal center specific 

transgene Cg1-Cre, in which expression of the Cre recombinase is under control of the 

immunoglobulin Ig gamma1 constant region (Cgamma1) (Casola et al., 2006), which we 

combined with the Cre-induced conditional alleles R26lslCAG-MYC-IRES-hCD2 (Calado et 

al., 2012) and R26lslCAGBCL2-IRES-GFP (Knittel et al., 2016), hereafter indicated as lsl-

MYC and lsl-BCL2. In lsl-MYC, the MYC open-reading frame is under the control of a strong 

synthetic promoter (CAG) and is followed by and internal ribosome entry site (IRES) driving 

expression of a truncated form of human CD2 as a reporter for Cre-mediated recombination 

(Figure 7.1). lsl-BCL2 has a similar structure, with BCL2 followed by a green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) expressing cassette. In the absence of Cre, expression of MYC, BCL2 and the 

associated reporters is prevented by the presence of a LoxP-flanked STOP cassette, coupled 

with neomycin (NEO) resistance. 

  

Figure 7.1 Alleles used in this study.  
Schematic representation of the germinal center specific C𝛄1-Cre transgene (upper) and the Cre-inducible alleles 
R26lslCAG-MYC-IRES-hCD2 (middle) and R26lslCAGBCL2-IRES-GFP (bottom). The knock-in alleles are inserted into 
the ROSA26 locus and driven by a strong CAG promoter. Expression of Cre recombinase causes excision of the LoxP-
flanked NeoR; STOP cassette, allowing constitutive expression of the downstream coding units, including MYC and 
hCD2, or BCL2 and GFP. The hCD2 and GFP reporters are translated from the same mRNAs as MYC and BCL2, 
respectively, by initiation from the intervening IRES (internal ribosomal entry site), as depicted. 
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In order to generate compound Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 animals, we first crossed 

Cg1-Cre and lsl-BCL2 mice, and then bred the double-transgenic offspring with lsl-MYC. In 

order to obtain the required numbers of experimental animals in a timely manner, we followed 

a strategy that was previously described for the modeling of GC-derived Burkitt Lymphoma 

(BL) (Sander et al., 2012): briefly, the bone marrow (BM) of individual transgenic mice was 

transplanted into lethally irradiated, 8 weeks-old immunodeficient RAG1-null mice, which 

lack mature B and T lymphocytes, due to the absence of V(D)J recombination (Mombaerts et 

al., 1992). After BM transfer, the reconstituted recipient mice generate lymphocytes that are 

genotypically identical to the donor BM. For each transgenic donor of the various compound 

genotypes, we reconstituted a variable number of recipient animals (Figure 7.2A), thus 

allowing us to generate sizeable experimental cohorts for further study. The parallel cohorts 

were generated, expressing either both oncogenes (Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2), each alone 

(Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC and Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2) or none (Control: Cg1-Cre). Eight weeks after 

transplantation, all mice were immunized by intraperitoneal (IP) injection of 109 cells of sheep 

red blood cells (SRBC) in order to stimulate the GC reaction, induce Cg1-Cre (Casola et al., 

2006) and trigger recombination of the target transgenes (Sander et al., 2012). The animals 

were then monitored for over one year for lymphoma development. 

As summarized in Figure 7.2, activation of either BCL2 or MYC and BCL2 together led to the 

development of lymphomas, while MYC alone showed no effect. In particular, the Cg1-Cre; 

lsl-BCL2 cohort developed lymphoma about 9 months post BM transplantation (median 

survival 294 days), whereas the Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 group developed fully penetrant 

lymphomas with a median latency of 7 months post BM transplantation (median survival 213 

days). We decided to sacrifice them when the weight loss was equal or greater than 10% of the 

initial body weight. Besides general signs of illness and weight loss, suffering mice did not 

show any enlargement of lymph nodes. Upon necropsy, all mice of the Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-
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BCL2 group (of 25 analyzed) showed splenomegaly and hepatomegaly, with large tumors 

infiltrates present in both organs. A majority also displayed macroscopic signs of tumor 

infiltration in other non-lymphoid organs, such as lung (23/25), kidney (10/25), intestine (5/25), 

heart (3/25) or brain (1/25) (Figure 7.2B). Histological analysis by Giemsa staining was 

performed on 12 isolated spleen sections, revealing a characteristic “starry sky” phenotype 

(Figure 7.2C), a typical feature of high-grade B cell lymphoma due to extensive macrophage 

infiltration (Swerdlow et al., 2016). Remarkably, this cooperative effect of MYC and BCL2 in 

promote lymphomagenesis was not due to a donor founder effect. Indeed, as shown in Figure 

7.3, transplantation of the same Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 BM resulted in a variable tumor 

latency in reconstituted recipient mice. 

 

Figure 7.2 Concomitant MYC and BCL2 GC activation resulted in lymphoma development.  
A: Kaplan-Meier survival curve of mice reconstituted with BM of the indicated genotypes. Mice were scored as disease-
positive and sacrificed when the weight loss was over 10% of total body weight. The numbers (n) represent the animals in 
each group. The median tumor-free survival is indicated (days); B: Examples of organs harvested from mice with a 
MYC/BCL2 lymphoma showing enlargement of the spleen and the liver and infiltration of various organs (top); summary 
of infiltrated organs observed (bottom) C: Giemsa staining on spleen section allowed identification of the typical “starry 
sky” morphology due to admixed phagocytic macrophages (indicated with arrows). 
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Figure 7.3 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 BM transplantation does not cause a founder effect.  
Kaplan-Meier survival curve of mice reconstituted with BM of the indicated Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 donors. 
Reconstituted mice showed variable tumor latency upon transplantation with the same Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 BM 
 

In order to determine the cellular phenotype of the tumors in Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-

BCL2 reconstituted mice, we isolated splenocytes from sick mice and performed immune-

staining with the B-cell surface markers CD19, CD95 and CD38, which allow to distinguish 

GC B-cells from other subset of non-GC B cells (which include follicular (FO), marginal zone 

(MZ) and eventually memory B cells) (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015; Monzon-Casanova et 

al., 2018). B-cells, defined by CD19 expression, were around 70% of total splenic cells 

analyzed in tumor-bearing mice ( 

Figure 7.4 A,B): gating on those CD19+ cells revealed a CD38low/CD95hi profile typical 

of GC B-cells ( 

Figure 7.4 C) (Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015). Moreover, virtually all of those cells were 

positive for the hCD2 and GFP reporters, indicating that they had activated MYC and BCL2 

alleles ( 

Figure 7.4 A, D).  
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Figure 7.4 Germinal Center origin of Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 lymphomas.  
A: Representative immune-staining of the splenic cell suspension from tumor-bearing mice performed with B-cell surface 
marker: CD19, CD95 and CD38 which allowed us to mark Germinal Center and non-germinal center B cells (GC: CD19+, 
CD38low, CD95hi) B cells. hCD2 and GFP activity was measured in GC B cell compartment B-D: distribution of the data 
for all mice analyzed for CD19 (B),  CD38 and CD95 (C), and hCD2 and GFP (D). 
 
 

GCs are polarized into two different zones: dark (DZ) and light zones (LZ) (Victora et 

al., 2012), which can be defined by distinct surface marker profiles, such as 

CXCR4hiCD83lowCD86low and CXCR4lowCD83highCD86high, respectively (Allen et al., 2004; 

Caron et al., 2009; Victora et al., 2012; Victora et al., 2010). As assayed by immunophenotypic 

analysis of two of these markers, CXCR4 (CD184) and CD86, the lymphomas arising in our 

Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 model showed a phenotype slightly promne to a DZ-like 

phenotype being composed of CXCR4hiCD86low cells in a DZ/LZ ratio of 70/30 and 

considering that a wild type GC is 60/40 (Figure 7.5). In conclusion activation of MYC and 

BCL2 and the GC B-cell stage gives rise to lymphomas (as confirmed from the 
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anatomopathological analysis described below) that reproduce the GC origin of human DHL 

with a DZ-like phenpotype.  

  

Figure 7.5 LZ/DZ composition of GC B cells in DHL. 
Representative flow cytometric analysis of splenic GC B cells of Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumor bearing mice stained 
for CD184 and CD86 surface markers. Gates define DZ (CXCR4hiCD86low) and LZ (CXCR4lowCD86high) GC B cells. 
DZ/LZ ratio of 5 different Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted mice analyzed is shown. 
 
 

7 . 2  Activation of MYC and BCL2 at early stages of B-cell differentiation 

leads to lymphoma development  

 
The onset of a GC-derived lymphoma, as described above, might have been driven by 

the GC-specific activation of lsl-MYC and lsl-BCL2 or, alternatively, by a propensity of these 

oncogenes to instruct tumor initiation at the GC stage. In order to address this question, we 

substituted Cg1-Cre by the CD19-Cre transgene, expressed in the whole B-cell lineage from 

the pre-B cell stage (Rickert et al., 1997). We thus crossed CD19-Cre with lsl-MYC and lsl-

BCL2 alleles to generate CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice, and followed the animals over 

a period of one year for lymphoma development, without transplantation or immunization. The 

mice in each cohort were monitored twice a week for tumor development by macroscopic 

observation and weight measurement, and euthanized if showing signs of illness or weight loss. 

CD19-Cre driven activation of MYC and BCL2, but neither alone, led to the development of 
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aggressive tumors after 4-5 month (median survival of 165 days) (Figure 7.6 A), with 

splenomegaly and hepatomegaly. Upon necropsy, most CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 animals 

showed tumor macroscopic infiltration in the spleen (12/19 cases), and less frequently in the 

liver (4/19), lung (5/19) and kidney (7/19) (Figure 7.6 B). Giemsa staining on spleen sections 

revealed the presence of an atypical plasmablastic proliferation which has not been associated 

with any human lymphoproliferative disease condition yet. However, the possibility that 

CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice reflect lymphoproliferative abnormalities such as 

plasmablastic lymphoma or Waldenström’s Macroglobulinemia has still to be addressed. 

 
Figure 7.6 Concomitant MYC and BCL2 activation at early B-cell differentiation stage resulted in lymphoma 
development.  
A: Kaplan-Meier survival curve of CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice. Group of mice with only MYC or only BCL2 did 
not show acceleration of lymphomagenesis disease-free survival while concomitant MYC and BCL2 activation resulted in 
tumor development. Mice were scored as disease-positive and sacrificed when the weight loss was over 10% of total body 
weight. The numbers (n) represent the animals in each group. The median tumor-free survival is indicated (days); B: 
Examples of organs harvested from mice with a MYC/BCL2 lymphoma showing enlargement and infiltration of spleen 
and liver (top); summary of infiltrated organs observed (bottom)  
 

Immunophenotypic analysis of CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 lymphomas from the 

spleens of the sacrificed animals revealed high variability among mice analyzed , with the 

presence of a CD19+CD38hiCD95hi phenotype (Error! Reference source not found.A, C), 
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distinct from the characteristic GC-like CD19+CD38lowCD95hi profile of Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; 

lsl-BCL2 tumors (compare with  

Figure 7.4 . Although we named this stage pre-GC, the nature and correct assignment of 

this stage remains to be fully evaluated. Indeed, it is likely that this interesting population is 

composed by activated B cells. However, they could be both pre-GC or post-GC B cells. 

This aspect will be further review in the discussion section of this thesis. Moreover, while 

all positive cells for the MYC-associated marker hCD2, about 50% of the tumor cells scored 

negative for GFP (Fig. 1.6A,D), indicating that they had either lost BCL2 expression, or failed 

to recombine the allele in the first place. In conclusion, activation of MYC and BCL2 at early 

stage of B-cell development (pro-B) gives rise to lymphomas characterized by a variable 

immunophenotype that – at least based on the two CD95 and CD38 surface markers – points 

to a different origin of those tumors compared to Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 one.  

 
 
Figure 7.7 NON-GC origin of CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 lymphomas.  
A: Immune-staining of the splenic cell suspension from tumor-bearing mice performed with B-cell surface marker: CD19, 
CD95 and CD38 which allowed us to mark non Germinal Center (FO: CD19+, CD38hi, CD95low) , pre-Germinal Center 
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(pre-GC: CD19+, CD38hi, CD95hi) and Germinal Center (GC: CD19+, CD38low, CD95hi) B cells. hCD2 and GFP activity 
was measured in GC B cell compartment B: summary data of mice analyzed for CD19 marker C: summary data of mice 
analyzed for CD38 and CD95 markers D: summary data of mice analyzed for hCD2 and GFP reporter’s activity. 

7 . 3  Histo-pathological analysis  

In order to classify tumors developed in our Cg1-Cre and CD19-Cre driven DHL models, we 

performed histopathological analysis by Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining on spleen 

sections collected upon sacrifice of the diseased animals (Figure 7.8). The pathological 

evaluation of these sections confirmed morphological alterations of spleen architectures in both 

cases. In the Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 model, infiltrated spleen section were largely 

classified as Burkitt-like (8/11-72%), while some tumors were identified as either 

Lymphoplasmablastic lymphoma (LPL)-like (2/11-18%) or diffuse large B-cells lymphoma 

(DLBCL)-like tumors (1/11-9%) (Table 6 and Figure 7.8). This morphological variability 

could reflects the heterogeneity observed among human DHL cases (Aukema et al., 2011). 

Instead, pathological evaluation of the CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 model revealed an 

altered plasmablastic proliferation in 4/5 of the spleen sections evaluated (Table 6 and Figure 

7.8): to the best of our knowledge, this is an atypical condition that has not been associated 

with any type of lymphoma in the clinic. As shown above, flow cytometric analysis confirmed 

the GC origin of the tumors arising in our Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL model (Figure 

7.4). To corroborate these results, we stained splenic sections for the GC marker lectin peanut 

agglutinin (PNA) (Rose et al., 1980), confirming pervasive infiltration of the spleen by PNA-

positive cells (Figure 7.10A). Moreover, the tumor samples also showed positivity for another 

GC marker (Bcl6) and the proliferative marked Ki67 (Figure 7.10B). Regarding BCL6 

staining, we still need a wild type control, which is part of the ongoing work (in collaboration 

with professor Claudio Tripodo, University of Palermo). Beside this, immunohistochemical 

staining of spleen sections confirmed the over-expression of MYC and BCL2 in Cg1-Cre; lsl-

MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumors, associated with positivity for the proliferation marker Ki67 (Figure 

7.10).Altogether, the aforementioned data indicated that activation of MYC and BCL2 at the 
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GC stage, but not at an early B-cell stage, yielded tumors that most faithfully represent high-

grade DLBCL lymphomas as they occur in the clinic. In the remainder of my work, I thus 

proceeded with a more detailed characterization of the Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 model. 

 
 
Figure 7.8 Hematoxylin Eosin stain for pathological evaluation.  
Representative Hematoxylin Eosin immunohistochemistry stain of Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 and CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; 
lsl-BCL2 sick mice. Spleen sections were isolated, and paraffin embedded to perform immunohistochemistry analysis. 
Scale bar is indicated. A spleen of a wild type mouse 10 days upon SRBC immunization was used as a control. H&E have 
been evaluated by the Hematopathology director of the European Institute of Oncology. 
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Table 6 Pathological evaluation.  
Spleen tissues from C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted and CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumor-bearing mice 
have been Hematoxylin-Eosin stained and evaluated for the pathological classification. Experimental group, tumor 
identification number and pathological evaluation is indicated for each tumor.  
 

 
 
Figure 7.9 Increase number and size of GCs in C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL.  
Immunohistochemistry stain of C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted mice. Spleen sections were isolated, and 
paraffin embedded to perform immunohistochemistry stain of GC markers PNA and BCL6. A: Representative staining for 
control and tumors is shown with arrows indicating PNA+ GCs. This result was observed in 4 different sections of Cg1-
Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumor bearing mice derived from independent donors. B: Representative BCL6 staining is shown 
for a C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumor. A representative immunofluorescence Ki67 staining is also shown as a 
proliferation control. Similar results were observed in 3 independent samples. same result was observed in 3 different 
spleen sections from independent donors. 
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Figure 7.10 MYC and BCL2 are overexpressed in C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL.  
Representative Hematoxylin Eosin immunohistochemistry stain of C𝛄1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted and CD19-
Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 sick mice. Spleen sections were isolated, and paraffin embedded to perform 
immunohistochemistry analysis of MYC, BCL2 and Ki67. Similar results were observed in 3 independent samples. Scale 
bar is indicated. A spleen of a wild type mouse 10 days upon SRBC immunization was used as a control.  
 

7 . 4  Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumors are transplantable  

In order to facilitate the characterization of our Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL model, 

we sought to establish tumor lines by serial transplantations in vivo. Two million cells from the 

splenic cell suspension isolated from sick mice were injected intravenously (IV) into 6/8-week 

old NOD scid gamma (NSG) immunodeficient mice. Upon transplantation, mice were 

monitored for disease onset, through twice-a-week observation and body weight measurement. 

A total of 24 different Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 lymphomas were transferred in a variable 

number of NSG recipient mice (Error! Reference source not found.A), and 19 of these 

lymphomas expanded in at least one NSG recipient. On the other hand, none of splenic cells 

preparations from Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2 tumor-bearing mice expanded in NSG recipients (0/13) 

(Error! Reference source not found.A). Those DHL lymphomas that developed in NSG mice 
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expanded in both spleen and liver as well as in other organs as described for primary Cg1-Cre; 

lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 tumors. Most importantly, they recapitulated the main features of the 

primary tumors, based on flow cytometric analysis of CD19, CD95 and CD38, as well as of 

the hCD2 and GFP reporters (Error! Reference source not found.B: compare with Error! 

Reference source not found.C). These data suggest that tumors developing upon concomitant 

activation of MYC and BCL2 in the GC compartment are more aggressive than those elicited 

by BCL2 alone, allowing them to engraft and expand in NSG recipient mice.  Alternatively, 

GCB precursor cells - that upon concomitant activation of both oncogenes give rise to tumor - 

are characterized by a different biology and, for example, may be less dependent upon initial 

T-cell derived stimulation. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 7.11 DHL are able to propagate in vivo.  
Transfer of isolated splenic B cell from sick Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted mice induced lymphoma phenotype 
in NSG recipients. A: Bar plot representing the number of NSG mice transplanted for each RAG1 donor (Cg1-Cre; lsl-
MYC; lsl-BCL2 and Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2 ) and the relative number of mice where the tumor engrafted; B: Representative 
flow cytometric analysis of isolated splenic B cell from sick Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted RAG1 mice 
showing that the GC phenotype of Splenic B cell of the RAG1 donor is maintained in NSG recipient mice. GC B cells are 
recombined for the two reporter genes hCD2 and GFP. C: Representative flow cytometric analysis of isolated splenic B 
cell from sick NSG recipient mice showing that the GC phenotype of Splenic B cell of the RAG1 donor is maintained in 
NSG recipient mice. GC B cells are recombined for the two reporter genes hCD2 and GFP 
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We then proceeded to expand our tumor lines through serial transplantations in vivo, 

by passaging the same number of splenocyte (99% composed by lymphoma cells) crudely 

isolated from sick NSG mice into novel NSG recipients. Upon three serial in vivo passages in 

NSG mice, we observed that DHL tumors showed a reduced latency, with recipients reaching 

a median survival of 15 days at the third passage (Error! Reference source not found.A). 

These data suggest that our DHL tumors may undergo clonal selection upon serial 

transplantation. 

In order to follow tumor expansion in real-time, we modified two previously in vitro 

stabilized mDHLcell lines  (see section 7.5) for luciferase expression, coupled with an mCherry 

reporter gene that allowed us to sort mCherry/luciferase+ cells before injection. We then 

transplanted the same number of cells (2.5 x 106) from two diffent mDHL cell lines expressing 

luciferase in both NSG and C57 mice. We transplanted tumor-derived splenocytes in a total of 

12 NSG and 20 C57 mice (Error! Reference source not found.B). We followed mice for 

tumor development both by macroscopical observation and whole-body imaging to detect 

luciferase expression (taking advantage of IVIS in vivo imaging technology). 15 days upon 

transplantation, we detected a positive signal for luciferase expression at the level of the spleen 

in all NSG mice transplanted while none of C57 mice expressed luciferase (Error! Reference 

source not found.C). Transplanted C57 mice were followed over a period of time of 4 months 

before deciding to sacrifice them. 

Altogether, while readily expanding in NSG recipient animals, our mDHL tumors were 

not able to propagate in C57 syngeneic mice, implying that they were rejected in 

immunocompetent animals. While the immunogenic determinants of the tumors remain to be 

characterized, this features represents a limitation to the use of our mDHL mice as a preclinical 

model. In particular, we still need a representative, transplantable immuno-competent disease 
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model of DHL to understand which are the mechanism at the base of disease progression and 

to develop pre-clinical studies based on immunological therapies. 
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Figure 7.12 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL tumors does not expand in immunocompetent syngeneic mice.  
A: Kaplan-Meier survival curve of NSG mice upon three serial in vivo passages (P1, P2 and P3) B: Kaplan-Meier survival 
curve of NSG and C57 mice upon IV transplantation of two different Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL (ly #1 and ly #2) 
which were previously in vivo stabilized by three serial transplantation in NSG mice. C57 mice did not show development 
of lymphoma while littermates NSG mice developed lymphoma in 15 days. Mice were scored as disease-positive and 
sacrificed when they developed signs of illness, tumor mass or weight loss. The numbers (n) represent the animals in each 
group. The median tumor-free survival is indicated (days); C: mDHL158 and 91855, tumor development was monitored 
by whole-body imaging. A representative image of NSG and C57 15 days upon intrasplenic injection is shown. Similar 
results were observed for all mice analyzed. 
 

7 . 5  Mouse DHL tumors grow and retain primary tumor characteristics 

in vitro 

The ability to address tumor-specific drug responses depends not only on the 

availability of in vivo pre-clinical models, but also of in vitro-stabilized cell lines. In order to 

derive such cell lines from our mouse DHL model, we splenic cell suspensions isolated from 

NSG sick mice were resuspended in B-Cell Medium (see Material and Methods chapter) and 

cultures in vitro. We were able to grow in vitro only mDHL isolated from tumors developed in 

NSG mice, but not from reconstituted Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 primary tumors and 

managed to stabilize a total of 8 mDHL cell lines. In general, we observed that cells underwent 

an initial crisis that last about six cell passages before immortalization and after which cells 
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grew regularly with 3 doubling times every 2 days. Cells displayed a homogenous morphology 

and can grow as single cells suspension or form aggregated cell clumps. Most important here, 

our mDHL cell lines maintained their GC-specific surface profiles, expressed the hCD2 and 

GFP reporters (Figure 7.13A,B), as well as the MYC and BCL2 proteins (Figure 7.13C).  

As introduced above, DHL is an aggressive disease for which effective targeted 

therapies are still missing in the clinic. In this regard, compounds that exacerbate MYC-

induced apoptosis might cooperate with BCL2 inhibitors such as Venetoclax (Leverson et al., 

2017) in killing DHL cells. In previous work, we validated this concept for Tigecycline 

(D'Andrea et al., 2016; Rava et al., 2018), an antibiotic that inhibits the mitochondrial ribosome 

and shows toxicity against a variety of cancer cells (Xu et al., 2016). In particular, we showed 

that Tigecycline preferentially killed MYC over-expressing cells, providing a therapeutic 

window against MYC-driven lymphomas (D'Andrea et al., 2016) and strongly synergizing with 

venetoclax in killing human DHL cells lines (Rava et al., 2018). Based on these observations, 

two different mDHL (mDHL310 and mDHL158) cell lines were treated with increasing 

concentrations of Tigecycline and Venetoclax, alone or in combination: as illustrated in Figure 

7.13C and Figure 7.13D. When used alone, both of the drugs showed little toxicity, however, 

when used together showed clear cooperation in killing mDHL cells. Hence, our mDHL cell 

lines provide an additional tool for the study of drug interactions in pre-clinical development 

against this aggressive lymphoma subtype. 
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Figure 7.13 DHL ex vivo cultured tumors retain GC characteristics and are sensible to Tigecyclin and Venetoclax.  
A: example of the morphological features of mDHLcell lines (mDHL158). Cells are growing as single cells and as clusters 
of cells. GFP fluorescence is showed; B: Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL cultured in vitro retained GC phenotype, GFP 
and hCD2 expression; C: MYC and BCL2 protein expression level in four different DHL lymphomas was evaluated by 
Western Blot; D: Synergistic effect of Tigecycline and Venetoclax treatment on one of two different mDHL cell lines 
tested (mDHL158). Mean of three technical replicates is shown. Drug interaction landscapes and delta scores for synergy, 
based on the ZIP model in SynergyFinder (Ianevski et al., 2017), derived from the data of Figure 7.13 D (left). The 
landscapes identify the specific dose regions where there is a synergistic (red) or antagonistic (green) drug interaction. 
Dashed black-and-white squares within the landscapes mark the regions of maximal synergy. A positive delta score 
signifies a synergistic interaction, while a score near 0 indicates that the drugs are not interactive. 
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7 . 6  Stage specific short-term activation of MYC and BCL2 results in 

expansion of GC B-cells  

 
The aforementioned effects of MYC and BCL2 in accelerating the formation of GC-

derived B-cell lymphomas called for a careful characterization of their effects on GC dynamics. 

In order to evaluate the consequences of the activation of MYC and/or BCL2 in cell undergoing 

the germinal center reaction, 7-10 weeks old mice were immunized with intraperitoneal 

onjections of SRBCs. In this instance, the mice were sacrificed after 10 days, and a fraction of 

the spleen used for histologic analysis, and the remainder for flow cytometric analysis of 

germinal center B-cell markers. Most importantly, as immunization concomitantly triggers the 

GC reaction, activation of Cg1-Cre (Casola et al., 2006) and ensuing recombination of the 

targeted alleles, this provides an ideal model for studying the short-term effects of MYC and/or 

BCL2 on GC dynamics.  

Activation of either MYC or BCL2 alone caused no significant alteration of spleen size 

compared to the wild type (Figure 7.14). On the contrary, we observed a significant increase 

in spleen size in Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice when compared with wild type, Cg1-Cre; 

lsl-MYC; or Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2 mice (Figure 7.14). Immunohistochemical analysis of MYC 

and BCL2 in spleen sections confirmed their expression, either when activated alone, or 

together (Figure 7.15). Ki67 staining indicated increased proliferation upon activation of MYC, 

either alone or with BCL2, but not following activation of BCL2 alone (Figure 7.15). In order 

to measure the effect of MYC and BCL2 activation on apoptosis in GC B-cells, we monitored 

caspase activity by Z-VAD-FMK labelling and flow cytometry (Lee et al., 2017). As expected, 

we observed a reduction in apoptosis upon BCL2 activation (Smith et al., 2000); MYC 

activation induced a strong increase in apoptosis, which was fully suppressed by BCL2 (Figure 

7.16).  
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Altogether, the above results showed that BCL2 blocked the proapoptotic activity of MYC 

in GC B-cells without affecting its proliferative function, fully in line with numerous 

observations in distinct contexts and/or cell types (Bissonnette et al., 1992; Fanidi et al., 1992), 

and providing a strong rationale for the cooperative action of both oncogenes (McDonnell and 

Korsmeyer, 1991; Strasser et al., 1993). Most noteworthy, Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice 

(whether germ-line or BM-reconstituted) lived for several months without apparent signs of 

disease, before becoming terminally ill with DHL (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3), pointing either 

to a latent phase of the disease, or to the requirement of additional events in the onset of 

lymphomagenesis. 

 
Figure 7.14 Stage specific short-term GC activation of MYC and BCL2 results in spleen enlargement.  
Spleen samples were collected from 12 WT, 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and 14 Cg1-Cre; lsl-
BCL2 mice 10 days upon SRBC immunization. Summary plot representing the spleen/body weight ratio calculated for 
each genotype.  
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Figure 7.15 IHC staining of MYC, BCL2 and Ki67 upon short-term GC activation.  
Spleen samples were collected from Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2, Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2 reconstituted 
mice 10 days upon SRBC immunization. Representative paraffin embedded sections stained with hBCL2 (top), MYC 
(middle) and Ki67 (bottom) antibodies. Similar results were observed in 3 independent samples for each genotype. 
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Figure 7.16 Analysis of apoptosis upon stage specific short term MYC and BCL2 activation. 
Spleen samples were collected from 12 WT, 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 ,13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and 14 Cg1-Cre; lsl-
BCL2 mice 10 days upon SRBC immunization. Dot plot showing cells gated on GC B cells positive for GFP (upper right); 
hCD2 (lower left) or both (lower right). A: Flow cytometric analysis of splenic B cells stained with Z-VAD-FMK. B: 
Summary plot of mice analyzed is shown. 
 
In order to follow the progress of GC reaction upon activation of MYC and/or BCL2, we 

stained the cells with CD38 and CD95 in order to mark the FO, the putative “pre-GC” (see 

discussion chapter) and GC compartments, as described above for the profiling of tumors. 

Most importantly, neither of the oncogene combinations altered the percentage of B-cell  

in the spleens of SRBC-immunized mice, as judged from the pan B-cell marker CD19 

(Figure 7.17A). However, either MYC or BCL2 alone led to increased GC B-cell numbers, 

as previously observed (Egle et al., 2004; Sander et al., 2012) (Figure 7.17B, C). 

Remarkably, while co-activation of MYC and BCL2 showed no significant effect on the 

conventional GC compartment (CD19+, CD38low, CD95hi), it caused a major accumulation 

of “pre-GC” B-cells (CD19+, CD38hi, CD95hi). Most relevant in this regard, 

immunohistochemical staining for PNA confirmed the net expansion of a GC-like areas 

upon activation of the oncogenes (Figure 7.18). Quantification of numbers and areas of 

GCs (performed by Stefano Freddi, IEO) revealed that while MYC had a modest - albeit 

significant - effect in this regard, the effect of BCL2 was stronger, with no further change 

upon co-activation of MYC. Finally, staining for CD86 and CXCR4 (Victora et al., 2012) 
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revealed a strong increase in the DZ/LZ ratio upon the action of BCL2, with no significant 

contribution of MYC (Figure 7.19). Altogether, we conclude that the concomitant 

activation of MYC and BCL2 in GC B-cells causes a significant expansion of this 

compartment but is accompanied by alterations in GC maturation and/or dynamics, the 

nature of which remains to be addressed.  

 

Figure 7.17 GC expansion upon stage specific short-term activation of MYC and BCL2.  
Spleen samples were collected from 12 WT, 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 ,13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and 14 Cg1-Cre; lsl-
BCL2 mice 10 days upon SRBC immunization. A: Percentage of CD19+ cells among different experimental groups were 
calculated by Flowcytometry. B: flow cytometric analysis based on CD95 and CD38 surface markers expression. C: 
summary plot of mice analyzed for each genotype is shown  
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Figure 7.18 Increase number of PNA+ GCs in Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 DHL upon stage specific short-term 
activation of MYC and BCL2.  
Spleen samples were collected from WT, Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2, Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and Cg1-Cre; lsl-BCL2 mice 
10 days upon SRBC immunization Paraffin embedded sections were stained with PNA. A: Representative PNA staining 
for controls and DHL; B: summary data representing the number of PNA+ GCs among 5 mice analyzed for each 
experimental group. C: summary data representing the size of PNA+ GCs observed in 5 mice analyzed for each 
experimental group.  
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Figure 7.19 BCL2 drive the expansion of DZ present upon concomitant MYC and BCL2 stage specific short-term 
activation.  
Spleen samples were collected from 12 WT, 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 , 13 Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; and 14 Cg1-Cre; lsl-
BCL2 mice 10 days upon SRBC immunization. A: Flow cytometric analysis based on CXCR4 and CD86 surface markers 
expression (left). Dot plot showing cells gated on GC B cells positive for GFP (upper right); hCD2 (lower left) or both 
(lower right) B: Summary plot of 10 mice analyzed for each genotype is shown (right). 
 

Most noteworthy here, the short-term effects of MYC and BCL2 on GC dynamics 

described in this section must also initiate the expansion of the cell populations and/or 

clones that will eventually give rise to DHL tumors, which we have identified based on 

the signs of terminal illness scored 8/9 months after the initial events ( 

Figure 7.4 ). How the initial expansion detected here relates to late-stage DHL 

lymphomas, and which are the necessary intervening steps in lymphoma development, 

remains unanswered at this point. Answering these questions is the scope of still-ongoing 

work, some of which will be described below. 

Our current efforts are focusing on three main areas: first, we have profiled gene 

expression by RNA-seq in our mouse DHL tumors and are currently analyzing those data, 

with the particular aim to determine their relevance to equivalent profiles in human 

DLBCL patients: the current state of these analyses will be described below. Second, we 

have established similar profiles from recombined B-cells following SRBC immunization, 
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for which we have used either bulk RNA-seq on large numbers of cells (as done for tumor 

tissue), or single-cell RNA-seq: the analysis of those data is ongoing, and will not be 

discussed here. Finally, we are completing a series of exome sequencing reactions, aimed 

at determining whether our mouse DHL tumors acquire consistent patterns of secondary 

somatic mutations, and how these relate to those described in human tumors. Of these three 

lines of research, aimed for completion after the defense of my thesis, only the first will 

developed here.  

 

7 . 7  Transcriptional profiling of DHL  

The aforementioned results show that GC-specific activation of MYC and BCL2 results 

in the development of a lymphoma that recapitulate the main pathological features of human 

DHL. In order to further validate this model and assess its similarity to human DLBCL, we 

analyzed gene expression by RNA-seq in our mouse DHL tumors, with the contribution of 

Marco Filipuzzi, bioinformatician in our group. In order to obtain a homogeneous cell 

population for RNA-seq analysis, starting from the cohort of reconstituted Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; 

lsl-BCL2 mice terminaly ill, we sorted tumor cells crudely isolated from the spleen tacking 

advantage of the GFP and hCD2 reporters associated with MYC and BCL2 (Fig. 7.6A). On the 

other hand, to obtain a homogeneous wild type cell population, we used Cg1-Cre; EYFP mice 

and sorted EYFP+ GC B cells. As shown in Fig. 7.21, the RNA-seq profiles of mDHL tumors 

showed a high correlation index among all samples (above 90% similarity) (Figure 7.20A). 

Hierarchical clustering of our profiles alongside those of lymphomas from three other 

transgenic models (Pascual et al., 2019; Sabò et al., 2014b) further revealed that our mouse 

DHL tumors formed a uniform cluster, distinct from the other lymphomas (Figure 7.20B).  
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Figure 7.20 DHL tumors are highly correlated between each other.  
A: Pearson correlation of reads per kilo base per million mapped reads (RPKM) of each of our 10 DHL samples analyzed; 
B: Unsupervised clustering representing  the union of DEG in tumoral samples. From different studies. From left to right, 
9 ABC derived lymphomas (Pascual et al., 2019); 10 of our DHL samples; 7 IKK_MYC tumors (Barbosa et al., 2020)and 
3 Eµ-myc tumors (Sabò et al., 2014b). The color code reports Z-scores value for each gene, colored from the lowest 
(blue: (-3) to the highest (red: +(3) expression level. Red indicates high relative expression, while blue indicates low 
relative expression. Informations about analysed lymphomas are in the Materials and methods section. 
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To further understand the origin of our DHL tumors we took advantage of recently published 

transcriptomes in various subsets of mature mouse B cells, including GC B cells, bone marrow 

and splenic plasma cells (PC), peritoneal B1 cells, and FO B cells (Shi et al., 2015), and 

confronted those with the profiles from our DHL samples, as well as from GC B cells isolated 

from Cg1-Cre wild type mice 10 days after SRBC immunization (our controls).  We then 

clustered all those profiles using a reference signature consisting of the 100 most deregulated 

genes in GC (50 upregulated and 50 downregulated) when comparing the profile of GC B cells 

(Shi et al., 2015) with all the other B cell subsets mentioned. As shown in Figure 7.21, the 

samples with the closest similarity to our tumors were GC cells from wild type immunized 

mice. Furthermore, even if separated in the cluster structure (top), our tumors and the GC B 

cells profile that we adopted as benchmark (Shi et al., 2015) appear to expressed similar 

subgroups of genes – albeit with marked difference in expression levels. Noticeably, our DHL 

tumors showed a transcriptional profile that was highly distinct from those of FO B cells and 

PC GEPs (Figure 7.21). Altogether, this initial analysis pointed out that our DHL tumors show 

a GC-like transcriptional profile. We still have to complete this analysis: one example of the 

ongoing work is to repeat the analysis by excluding genes directy correlated with proliferation 

in order to exclude the possibility that association of our tumors with GC B cells signature is 

only a reflection of the proliferative signature.  

As introduced above, a fundamental criterion in the classification of DLBCL is the use 

of gene expression profiling to define the cell of origin, with two main subtypes referred to as 

germinal center (GCB) or activated B-cell (ABC)  (Scott et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2014; 

Swerdlow et al., 2016; Wright et al., 2020). This subdivision has proven prognostic value and 

correlates with significant differences in the molecular pathogenesis of the tumors. 

(Roschewski et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2020). Hence, we interrogated our samples, taking 

advantage of a 19 genes that define the distinction of human DLBCL into the ABC or GCB 
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subtypes (Wright et al., 2020). As described in Figure 7.22, our DHL tumors and wild type GC 

samples were closely clustered in this analysis and enriched for the GCB gene signature. 

Conversely, the other tumors considered here clustered apart and enriched either for ABC 

genes such ad “IKK_MYC” samples (even if these tumors are derived from the transformation 

of plasmablasts) or a different combination of the ABC and GCB genes (”ABC” samples).  

Altogether, these initial RNA-seq analyses indicated that MYC and BCL2 

overexpression in GC B cells gave rise to a DHL tumors that transcriptionally differ from three 

recently published mouse model (Barbosa et al., 2020; Pascual et al., 2019; Sabò et al., 2014b) 

(Figure 7.20). These preliminary results highlight the need for further in-depth analysis of 

transcriptional profiles in our DHL model, with the particular aim to determine its relevance 

and similarity to equivalent profiles in human DLBCL patients. These analyses will be carried 

on after the discussion of my PhD.  
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Figure 7.21 DHL tumors are transcriptionally enriched for GC B cell signature.  
Unsupervised clustering representing  the union of DEG in tumoral samples from different studies. From left to right; bone 
marrow and splenic plasma cells (PC), peritoneal B1 cells, MZ and FO B cells (Shi et al., 2015); 10 of our DHL samples; 
5 of our wild type GC samples; including GC B cells (Shi et al., 2015). The color code reports Z-scores value for each 
gene, colored from the lowest (blue: (-3) to the highest (red: +(3) expression level. Red indicates high relative expression, 
while blue indicates low relative expression.  
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Figure 7.22 DHL tumors have GCB cell of origin.  
Hierarchical cluster analysis based on relative transcript levels of 19 genes comprised in a ABC/GCB signature (Wright et 
al., 2020) of DHL and tumoral samples from different studies: from left to right 9 ABC derived lymphomas (Pascual et 
al., 2019); 7 IKK_MYC tumors (Barbosa et al., 2020); Germinal Center B cell GEP (Shi et al., 2015); 10 of our DHL 
tumor and 5 of our wild type GC controls. The color code reports Z-scores value for each gene, colored from the lowest 
(blue: (-3) to the highest (red: +(3) expression level. Red indicates high relative expression, while blue indicates low 
relative expression.  
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8  Discussion 

Chromosomal translocations affecting MYC and BCL2 are associated with the 

occurrence of various B-cell lymphomas. In a subset of DLBCL cases co-ocurrent MYC 

and BCL2 translocations accumulate, giving rise to particularly aggressive double-hit 

lymphomas (DHL), which show dismal prognosis in the face of current front-line 

therapies (Anderson et al., 2016; Basso and Dalla-Favera, 2015; Friedberg, 2017; 

Karube and Campo, 2015; Rosenquist et al., 2017; Rosenthal and Younes, 2017; 

Sarkozy et al., 2015; Sesques and Johnson, 2017). In a fraction of DHL, translocations 

occur at the GC stage of B-cell differentiation (Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera, 2018), 

in line with the fact that those DHL generally classifies as GCB in the cell-of-origin 

classification (Friedberg, 2017; Wright et al., 2020).  

Although the cooperativity between MYC and BCL2 has been described in 

different mouse models (Hemann et al., 2005; Leskov et al., 2013; Letai et al., 2004; 

Marin et al., 1995; McDonnell and Korsmeyer, 1991; Ortega-Molina et al., 2015; 

Schuster et al., 2011; Strasser et al., 1990a), none of these reproduces the GC cell of 

origin of DHL. As a result, we sought to build and characterize a new DHL model that 

accurately reproduces the human disease, with the initial aim of dissecting the 

mechanisms of disease progression at the molecular, cellular and organism levels. 

Having a model that can reproduce human disease in a faithful manner constitutes a 

fundamental step toward the development of preclinical studies.  

We generated a cohort of Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 mice that have GC 

specific deregulation of both MYC and BCL2 (Chapter 7.1). These mice were 

subsequently used for the generation of bone marrow reconstituted RAG1 mice that we 

followed for lymphoma development. Indeed, Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 

reconstituted animals showed accelerated lymphomagenesis, confirming the 
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cooperation of two oncogenes in lymphoma development (Hemann et al., 2005; Leskov 

et al., 2013; Letai et al., 2004; Schuster et al., 2011; Strasser et al., 1990a). The resulting 

tumors accurately phenocopy their human counterparts, showing similar 

immunophenotypic profiles that recall DLBCL or BL human lymphomas (Chapter 7.1). 

Based on the presence of two independent GC markers, PNA and BCL6, together with 

the expression of the various GC B cell surface markers, such as CD95, CD38, CD86 

and CXCR4 that were measured by IHC or flow cytometry, we confirmed that our 

tumors are derived from GC B cells (Chapter 7.1), with a DZ-like phenotype (Chapter 

7.3).  

In order to fully characterize our DHL model, its relevance to human DHL and 

the GC origin of the lymphomas, we profiled tumors by RNA sequencing. As we could 

expect from the molecular characterization discussed above, these experiments 

revealed an evident similarity between the transcriptional profile of our DHL tumors 

and wild type GC B cells - either from our experimental controls, or from publicly 

available datasets (Shi et al., 2015). In addition, the profiles of our tumors showed no 

similarities with other mature B cell subsets, such as Follicular B cells or Plasma cells 

(Shi et al., 2015) (Chapter 7.8). Hence, the mRNA profiles confirmed that our tumors 

are of GC origin.  Furthermore, comparison between  a signature of 19 that defines the 

distinction of human DLBCL into the ABC or GCB subtypes (Wright et al., 2020) 

(Chapter 7.8) and our tumors confirmed that the latter strongly correlated with the GCB 

signature, fully recapitulating the cell of origin of human DHL (Roschewski et al., 

2014; Wright et al., 2020). 

In parallel to the Cg1-Cre driven model, we addressed whether deregulation of 

MYC and BCL2 under the control of CD19-Cre, which drives recombination in the 

earliest precursors of B cells (Rickert et al., 1997), would also elicit tumor development, 
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and how this would compare with the above. While confirming the strong cooperativity 

of MYC and BCL2 in lymphomagenesis, the resulting tumors were not derived from the 

GC stage, confirming that these oncogenes have the propensity to instruct tumor 

initiation at various stages of B cell development, if inappropriately activated. More 

specifically, FACS analysis of tumors arising in CD19-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 animals 

revealed a different phenotype compared to that of their Cg1-Cre counterpart, with a 

CD38hi/CD95hi surface antigen profile that we refer to as “pre-GC”, rather than GC 

(Error! Reference source not found. A, C). The nature and correct assignment of this 

“pre-GC” stage in our tumors, however, remains to be fully evaluated.  

Our tentative classification of the CD38hi/CD95hi profile as “pre-GC” is based 

on previous studies of physiological GC dynamics, in a non-tumoral context. In 

particular, a B cell population with similar surface characteristics was described in both 

mouse and human, and attributed a pre-GC status (Kolar et al., 2007; Roco et al., 2019; 

Zheng et al., 2004). In particular, the most recent of these studies supports the idea that 

class switch recombination (CSR) is not an exclusive process that occurs in GCs - as 

commonly believed in the field - but most largely outside, and prior to entry of B cells 

into the GC reaction (Roco et al., 2019): according to this model, CSR is initiated early 

upon immunization (day 1.5) in CD38hi, CD95hi pre-GC B cells, and terminates as soon 

as the cells enter the GC and start somatic hypermutation (SHM) and clonal selection 

based on the affinity of the B cell receptor (BCR) for the immunizing antigen. Based 

on these observations, one possible scenario in our model is that activation of MYC and 

BCL2 under the control of CD19-Cre or Cg1-Cre may promote the expansion and/or 

transformation of different B cell subsets, giving rise to the tumors observed in each 

model. In the case of CD19-Cre, which induces recombination in the whole B-cell 

lineage, we surmise that these tumor precursors may be stalled at the CD38hi/CD95hi 
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stage (i.e. before entering into the GC reaction): while this remains to be addressed in 

the CD19-Cre driven model, we have initiated the characterization of early steps in 

Cg1-Cre; lsl-MYC; lsl-BCL2 animals, as will be discussed below. 

In order to characterize the early stages of tumorigenesis in the Cg1-Cre; lsl-

MYC; lsl-BCL2 model, we sought to study the effects of MYC and/or BCL2 activation 

in cells undergoing the germinal center reaction. Toward this aim, we activated the GC 

reaction through SRBC immunization, and followed the short-term effects of MYC and 

BCL2 by measuring the expansion of GC B-cells by IHC and FACS analysis (Chapter 

7.7). BCL2 blocked the proapoptotic activity of MYC in GC B-cell which was 

accompanied by an increase in DZ GC B cells compartment upon BCL2 

overexpression. This result is fully in line with other contexts and/or cell types, where 

BCL2 blocked the proapoptotic activity of MYC, without affecting its proliferative 

function (Bissonnette et al., 1992; Fanidi et al., 1992).  As a matter of fact, Ki67 staining 

upon short term SRBC immunization suggested an increased proliferation upon 

activation of MYC, either alone or with BCL2, but not following activation of BCL2 

alone. However, at this stage, we still need a direct assay to quantify GC B cell 

proliferation (for example EdU proliferation assay) (Buck et al., 2008) upon SRBC 

immunization. Finally, in parallel with the characterization of cellular phenotypes, we 

established RNA-seq profiles from recombined GC B-cells upon short-term activation 

of the GC reaction, with and without the concomitant activation  MYC and/or BCL2: in 

this instance, we used either bulk RNA-seq (as done for tumor tissue) or single-cell 

RNA-seq: the analysis of those data is ongoing. Together with the accurate 

characterization of cellular phenotypes, these experiments shall instruct us on the early 

impact of the oncogenes on GC dynamics, and hopefully allow us to narrow down on 

the cells that give origin to the resulting tumors. 
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Altogether, our studies of short term GC activation provided a strong rationale 

for the cooperation between MYC and BCL2 in the GC, generally confirming the 

synergistic action of the oncogenes when activated in diverse cellular compartment, 

owing to their differential activities in proliferation and survival (Bissonnette et al., 

1992; Fanidi et al., 1992). Most noteworthy however, this did not lead to rapid tumor 

development, as the mice survived for several months without apparent signs of disease 

before becoming terminally ill with DHL (Chapter 7.1), suggesting a latent phase of the 

disease or the requirement of additional events in the onset of lymphomagenesis. This 

aspect revealed the necessity to determine whether our mouse DHL tumors acquire 

consistent patterns of secondary somatic mutations, and how these relate to those 

described in human tumors.  This part of the work is ongoing, with a series of exome 

sequencing reactions that shall help us answer two fundamental questions: how the 

initial expansion detected here relates to late-stage DHL lymphomas, and which are the 

necessary intervening steps in lymphoma development.  

Another fundamental aspect in the progression of our work is the stabilization 

of mDHL cell lines isolated from sick mice for in vitro expansion and characterization 

(Chapter 7.5), which is important for two main reasons. First, having the possibility to 

work in vitro can allow us to test the effects of different drug combination in a more 

feasible manner. Accordingly, following from a recent study in our group,  we tested 

the effect of two targeted drugs - Tigecycline and Venetoclax - and observed a strong 

synergistic effect in the killing of mDHA cells, as previously reported in human DHL 

cell lines (Rava et al., 2018): this confirms that our mDHL lines provide an additional 

tool for the study of drug interactions in pre-clinical development against this 

aggressive lymphoma subtype (Chapter 7.5).  
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Second, having mDHL cells growing in vitro gave us the possibility to modify 

them and build a tracking system (based on luciferase expression) to follow their 

expansion upon in vivo transplantation (Chapter 7.6). Remarkably, our mDHL tumors 

successfully expanded in immunodeficient NSG recipients, but not in syngeneic, 

immun-competent C57/J animals. This result, made us hypothesize that our DHL could 

need a specific microenvironment to prevent rejection and develop in C57/J mice, 

which could conceivably be overcome by transplanting DHL cells directly in a less 

immunologically exposed compartment, such as the spleen: while the experiment is 

still ongoing, out initial observations suggest that this is not sufficient to bypass 

rejections and allow tumor growth. Altogether, our data suggest that our mDHL clones 

are strongly immunogenic, thus provoking T-cell dependent tumor rejection in 

immunocompetent mice. One possible cause of rejection might be that our mDHL 

tumors express exogenous antigens, such as the the MYC- and BCL2-associated 

reporters hCD2 and GFP, which elicit their rejection in non-transgenic recipients.   

Since we worked before with GFP+ lymphoma models, which were transplantable in 

C57/J recipients analogous to those used here, we tend to exclude an immunogenic 

potential of GFP. On the other hand, we are still investigating whether rejection might 

be due to the presence of hCD2: in particular, we are trying to obtain immunocompetent 

recipient mice that activate hCD2 in the germline and should thus recognize this antigen 

as self. Alternatively, and most relevant to the biology of our model, the mDHL cells 

might be immunogenic based on endogenous, tumor-associated antigens, the nature of 

which remains to be understood.  Unraveling this issue would not only be informative 

in terms of the molecular and systemic mechanisms underlying disease development 

but would also be strategic toward development of a fully representative pre-clinical 
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model, taking into account the effects of the immune system in the responses to 

pharmacological intervention, and allowing to address immunological therapies.  

Altogether, we set up a novel mouse model of DHL that faithfully recapitulates 

the cellular GC origin of the human disease, as confirmed at the histological, molecular 

and transcriptional levels. Ongoing work will allow us to fully understand the dynamics 

and mechanisms of disease, as well as the early impact of Myc and Bcl2 on the 

dynamics of the GC reaction. A comprehensive characterization of our DHL model 

shall provide an advanced, tractable experimental platform for the extension of pre-

clinical studies toward novel therapeutic combinations, hopefully allowing us to 

account for the full complexity of host-disease interactions.  
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